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Abstract
As a result of increased concern about energy shortage and consumption in the world, it becomes
natural to look towards the building industry to seek critical improvements to achieve energy
efficiency. Advanced Energy Retrofit (AER) projects can significantly reduce energy
consumption in buildings. The construction process can significantly influence the success of
AER projects. It is important for a team to have a clearly defined process for delivering the
construction, as a part of an integrated process, and understand information flows between the
activities within the process. A challenge to the successful implementation of an integrated
construction process which involves many disciplines is to deliver a smooth information flow in
the process with an emphasis of integrated attributes.

To address this problem, this research is focused on the development of a process model for the
construction phase of an energy retrofit building project. The process investigates construction
activities at a building system level in an integrated fashion for the AER projects, which are
beneficial to researchers and practitioners who are interested in studying the integrated
construction process. The final process model contains key activities in the retrofit project
construction process that can be implemented in the integrated approach. The model was
developed and validated through literature analysis, interviews, and focus group discussions.

The developed model is one phase of the Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Map (IBLPM),
which is focused on the development of the activities that occur throughout the entire lifecycle
process for delivering an energy retrofit project. The construction phase of the IBLPM can serve
as a reference for project teams to collaboratively identify the key construction activities which
iii

are shown in a logical sequence and at a system level. Therefore, it allows people to clearly
define the content of the construction process and help project team to make the right decision at
the right time. In addition, the process model organizes the activities into an integrated
construction framework, which will facilitate the collaboration of the various project participants.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Background

Energy consumption is a very important issue, especially as it relates to the consumption of
energy within the building sector. The building sector consumes approximately 40% of the
total energy used within the U.S (Rodgers 2009). In order to relieve the energy crisis, it is
becoming more important to increase energy efficiency by reducing energy consumption in
the building sector. A large amount of energy is consumed in construction. Constructing
consumption makes up 23% of the whole energy consumption on building sector (Wang and
Yan 2011). As Wang stated, construction energy consumption mainly comes from the
transportation energy consumption and the process of construction for the new construction
process (Wang and Yan, 2011). In addition, the overall quality of the construction will have a
significant impact on the operational energy consumption of the building throughout the
operational life.
The construction team encounters many decisions and work activities that have a long lasting
impact on the overall energy performance of a building, including the final material and
equipment selection; the detailed assembly coordination; the quality of installation; and the
logistics for transporting and assembly on site. Along with traditional construction process,
the large amount of information is not unimpeded, which could lead to low productivity,
inefficiency and poor decision making. In addition, the information generating and
exchanging mechanism is relatively slow verse the integrated and optimized construction
process, which can effectively avoid decision making mistakes and ineffective information
flows. Hence, there is a need to study the integrated construction process.
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One of the methods to increase energy efficiency within the building energy sectors is
through AER project, which can save about 30% percent or more of energy use, and may
spread over several years significantly improve the building value (Fuerst and McAllister
2009). A retrofit project is “the modification or conversion (not a complete replacement) of
an existing process, facility or structure (Sanvido and Riggs 1993). To better understand AER
projects, it is critical to understand the delivery process for the project. The Consortium for
Building Energy Innovation (CBEI) is developing The Integrated Building Lifecycle Process
Model (IBLPM), which aims to show the processes that take place in the building lifecycle
including Planning, Design, Construction and Operation phases. The IBLPM can be used by
project team members to better understand each stakeholder’s roles; provide a foundation for
defining specific project workflows for integrating computational modeling and simulations
using digital tools; identify critical decision making points; and improve transparency and
dependency between activities within the process. Currently, the planning and design
process models of the IBLPM are completed (Chunduri 2014). This research specifically
focuses on the construction phase of the process model with an emphasis on the building
elements and services along with the integration and management activities.

1.2.

Research Questions

This research aims to answer the following questions:
1. What activities are performed within the construction phase of an energy efficient
retrofit project performed using an integrated lifecycle approach?
2. What is the sequencing of the activities performed throughout the construction phase
of the lifecycle?
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3. What is an appropriate method for organizing and representing construction activities
within a structured lifecycle process map?
4. What information flows between the various activities within the integrated process
throughout the Construction Phase?

1.3.

Goal and Objectives

This research focused on the development of the Construction Phase of the IBLPM for the
AER projects. This model describes an effective and efficient construction process at a
system level in an integrated fashion, which also includes the integrated and managerial
activities. To realize this goal, the objectives of the project include:
1. Review current construction practice, standards, codes, and processes in the building
industry, and investigate existing integrated building process theories, approaches and
models, as well as their limits when being implemented in energy efficient retrofits.
2. Develop a process model for the Construction Phase of an Energy Retrofit Project
which will expand the IBLPM.
3. Develop the initial integrated construction process model at different system and
service levels, and adapt with the existing integrated construction processes such as
the IBPM and IDMs.
4. Help industry practitioners and researchers understand the detailed process of the
integrated construction phase.

1.4.

Research Applications

The model will be beneficial to researchers and building industry practitioners who are
interested in studying the integrated construction process for AER projects. The National
3

BIM Standard (NBIMS) currently does not have a comprehensive location for illustrating and
coordinating the exchanges within a construction process. This research will also support the
clear identification of critical information exchange locations throughout the construction
process.

1.5.

Reader’s Guide

This section gives readers a guide to the chapters of this thesis. Chapter 1 gives an
introduction about the background, research goals and objectives of this research. Chapter 2
reviews literature about process mapping, previous building construction process models,
process modeling notations. Chapter 3 introduces the research methodologies for this
research and their detailed processes. Chapter 4 describes how a preliminary building
construction process map was developed for AER projects based on literature and a case
study. Chapter 5 describes the process of validating and improving the initial process model
through interviews and case studies. Chapter 6 introduces the structure of the construction
process map, how to read the process maps and process description examples; and portions of
the detailed process maps are presented. Chapter 7 provides conclusions along with the
contributions, the research limitations, and future research opportunities. Appendices show
the final construction phase model of the IBLPM after validation and improvement, along
with the validation data analysis spreadsheet, and the detailed definitions for all activities
listed in the final map.
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2. Literature Review
2.1

The Existing Integrated Building Process Models

The fragmented nature of the construction industry exists both within individual phases of the
construction phase, as well as across project phases from planning to design, construction and
finally into facility operation and maintenance. A lot of problems arising from industry
fragmentation, which can result in lost productivity and competitiveness, cost increases and
energy waste. Construction has a direct and irreversible influence on costly inefficiencies. It
serves as a bridge to carry out the plan made during the planning and design phases,
connecting the design and operation phase. Even if a small mistake occurs in the construction
phase, it can generate a huge amount of cost and energy loss during and after the construction.
Evbuomwan and Anumba (1998) stated that there is an increasing need for the integration of
all key participants in any construction project in a multi-disciplinary team.

There are different ways to integrate the delivery process for buildings to reduce energy
consumption. For example, emerging computer technologies, such as artificial intelligence,
databases, and robotics, can help to achieve significant levels of integration in the decision
making process (Yamazaki 1992). In addition, different process models that outline the
project delivery process are striving to resolve the fragmentation of the building industry.

2.1.1 The Generic Design and Construction Process Protocol
One of the well-known process models is the Generic Design and Construction Process
Protocol (GDCPP) (M. Kagioglou et al. 2000). The Process Protocol was created at the
University of Salford in 1998. It considers the entire lifecycle of a construction project by
integrating different project trades under the same framework, which is described with
5

emphasis on the practice in the manufacturing industry as the ‘fuzzy front end’. The
manufacturing practice inspired the researchers in developing process protocol to identify the
areas for improvement by examining and comparing best practice in manufacturing project
processes. According to this need, the model maps the process and work mechanism allowing
different parties to work together seamlessly with minimum level of fragmentation.

For the industry to quickly identify the problems along with the delivery process and make
continuous improvements, this process protocol incorporates six key principles as the basis
(Michail Kagioglou et al. 2000). For example, in order to ensure the process protocol
considered all issues from recognition of a need to the operation of the final finished facility,
it refers to the “Whole Project View” principle to cover the entire ‘life’ of a project. The
Process Protocol model breaks down the design and construction into 10 distinct phases
(Michail Kagioglou et al. 2000). These phases are divided into four larger stages, which are
Preproject, Preconstruction, Construction and Post Construction.

The model reconstructs design and construction processes in terms of Activity Zones rather
than disciplines to create a cross-functional team (Wu et al. 2001). These activity zones allow
for the collaboration of disciplines under a common network. Instead of using a sequential
approach, those activity zones consisting of multi-functional teams contains a network of
disciplines. Expanding the process to a more detailed level, the protocol could be developed
down to a secondary level (Wu et al. 2001). Level 2 aims to identify sub processes according
to the companies’ need and nature of the project (See Figure 2-1).
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Figure 2-1 Generic Design and Construction Process Protocol (Cooper et al. 1998)
2.1.2 The Integrated Building Process Model (IBPM) and the Integrated Facility
Construction Process Model (IFCPM)
The Penn State Computer Integrated Construction (CIC) Research Program developed a
generic integrated process model of the activities required to provide a facility. The model
covers the entire building lifecycle, which includes managing, planning, design, construction
and operation functions (Sanvido 1990). The approach to divide the delivery process, like the
above five major functions, is based on the Integrated Definition for Function Modeling
(IDEF0) approach.

In the Plan Facility phase, owners’ needs and methods to achieve their goals are identified as
one of the major functions of the integrated process. The activities regarding the planning
function translate the facility data into a program for design, a project execution plan, and a
site for the facility.
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In terms of management function, the IBPM includes all the business and management
processes that support the provision of the facility from planning through operation (Sanvido
et al. 1990). The activities under this function would be converting time, people and money
into team, contract management, and other activities focused on facility management
planning and deployment of resources.
All activities that explicitly define and communicate the owner’s needs to the builder are
listed under the ‘Design Facility’ function. It translates the information and requirements into
bid and construction documents and operations and maintenance documents that allow the
facility to meet owner’s need. In the ‘Construct Facility’ function, most of activities related to
construction process are included. They translate the design documentation into an actual
completed facility, along with the facility operation and maintenance documents.
Finally, the ‘Operation Facility’ function includes all of the building operation activates
(Sanvido et al. 1990). The final operation and maintenance documentation should be stored
properly. Figure 2-2 shows the IBPM and its’ four functions.
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Figure 2-2 First Version of IBPM (Sanvido 1990)
In addition to the building delivery processes, the IBPM also identifies inputs, outputs,
constraints, and mechanisms associated with each function (Sanvido et al. 1990).

The CIC Research Group also developed the Integrated Construction Process Model (ICPM)
based on the IBPM, show in Figure 2-3. It is a generic model of the activities required within
the construction phase of a project, expanding the scope of the ‘construct facility’ activity
within the IBPM into four major activities. To minimize redundancy, the ICPM only
describes a generic construction process.
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Figure 2-3 Integrated Construction Facility Model (Michael 1989)
The ICPM mainly describes the construction part of providing a facility as typically
performed by a general contractor or construction manager responsible for building a facility
(Hetrick and Khayyal 2009)
The first major phase is the ‘Acquire Construction Services’ including bidding subcontracts,
and generating scopes of work. The second sub function is the ‘Plan and Control the Work’
encompassing the activities regarding construction plan development, performance
monitoring procedures, and performance analyzing function. The third sub function is the
‘Provide Resources’, which involves resources allocation and deployment activities, such as
resource acquiring and mobilizing, resources store and inspect, and repairing and maintaining
the resources. The last sub function is to ‘Build the Facility’ which involves constructing
activities like daily work planning, performing the physical work, and turnover of the
completed work. See the ICPM functions tree in Figure 2-4. The tree contains four major
functions, Acquire Construction Resources, Plan and Control the Work, Provide Resources,
10

and Build the Facility. Those major functions are broken down into several different levels of
sub-functions.

Figure 2-4 ICPM Functions Tree(Michael 1989)
The ICPM contains a higher level of detail under each major sub function. For example, the
acquire construction service function is broken into five sub-functions (see in Figure 2-5).

The two main information outputs of the ICPM are post-construction information and facility
construction knowledge (Hetrick and Khayyal 2009). In addition, as-built drawing and
recommended maintenance procedures were transferred to the client as final operational
guidelines for the turned-over completed facility.
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Figure 2-5 Acquire Construction Services Model of ICPM(Michael 1989)
The IBPM and the ICPM both serve as integrated process models aiming to achieve a better
performing building delivery process with higher level of collaboration and lower level of
fragmentation of trades. However, there are two major limits of IBPM and ICPM. Chung
(1989) and Sanvido et al. (1990) point out that the ICPM and IBPM are not flawless. The
integrated process model they created are abstract, with a lower level of detail, might not be
understood and translated by industry practitioners who want to improve their project process
based on the specific detail construction project. Also, the IBPM does not consider the
project delivery method, which has impact on how to execute the functions of the model.

2.2

Information Exchange
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Process maps are just one aspect of process models researchers have developed. The output
and input information with emphasis of the information flow and exchange requirement is
another necessary and indispensable element of a process model. Beyond the process tasks
being requested to execute the process model, exchange requirements of information are the
second. It is critical to include all information exchanges that will pass through parties of one
project. These exchanges might be considered as as-built model, change order, changes, shop
order and etc. A generic representation of an information exchange flow can be seen in
Figure 2-6 (Computer Integrated Construction Research Program 2010), which shows clearly
the information exchanges paths coming into and out of tasks.

Figure 2-6 Information Flow and Exchanges in a Process (CIC 2010)
Having correct information available to the right people at the right time is an overarching
principle to ensure the success of information exchange. In addition, in terms of the
modeling of the information, Björk (1989) pointed out that each item of information should
only be defined within a model once, even if it is used multiple times and for multiple
reasons. As a time proven principle of information science, this still holds true.
13

2.3

Information Delivery Manuals (IDM)

An Information Delivery Manuals (IDM) is a form of information communication agreement,
aimed at specifying which information that has to be delivered from one party to another at a
given point in time. To have a successful communication process, the sending party must
know which, when and how information has to be delivered, as well as what to receive at a
given time at the receiving side. The IDM could serve as references for data and information
required by BIM by identifying the discrete processes (Wix and Karstila 2007).

Comparing to the IBPM and the ICPM, IDMs take into account both the processes and the
information/data exchanging requirements at a greater level of detail. The ICPM and the
IBPM only address generic functions that might not be included in a specific project or for a
specific party.

Barak et al. (2009) defines a four-step procedure for creating an IDM in developing a BIM
tool for cast-in-place reinforced concrete structure. Therefore, IDM breaks down major scope
of activities to a higher level of detail. People clearly know and understand the detail process
for each activity, as well as the inserted information/data file with detail description of
exchange requirement.

However, currently there is no integrated construction process model with a level of detail
higher than IDM and lower than IBPM, which is the need of some of the researchers and
industry practitioners who want to know more clearly about construction integration process
specifically for common AER project at system level. Hence, this research will develop an
integrated construction process model that serve as an integrating framework to structure the
more detailed IDM level process maps.
14

2.4

Process Mapping and Process Mapping Techniques

A process model within an IDM defines the required activities and sets them into a logical
sequence (buildingSMART IDM Technical Team 2007). Business process mapping refers to
activities involved in defining what a business entity does, who is responsible, to what
standard a business process should be completed, and how the success of a business process
can be determined (Anjard 1998). A process map or process model describes the activities
within a business process as a pictorial representation. It provides an opportunity to learn
about activities that are being performed. It can also help people to analyze the inefficiency
within a process so that they can make improvements. A process model is not time based.
Hence it is different than pure scheduling. The sequence of a process model is determined by
the dependency of one activity on the information that is passed to it by one or more other
activities (Anjard, 1998).

There are many process mapping techniques. This section gives a general overview of
process mapping techniques. The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is discussed
in this chapter specifically because it is an appropriate tool for modeling the building delivery
process.

2.4.1 Flow Charts
A flowchart is a type of diagram that represents an algorithm, workflow or process, showing
the steps as boxes of various kinds, and their order by connecting them with arrows (Anjard
1998). It allows you to draw a diagram of a process for work and helps you to understand the
process. Flow charts depict just a single process, not multiple processes that may occur at the
same time. Therefore, they would be insufficient for mapping out the complicated
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construction processes that involve different disciplines performing their work
simultaneously.

2.4.2 IDEF0
IDEF0 is possibly the most popular business process modeling tool. Different types of IDEF
modeling could present the process in different views. IDEF0 is one type of modeling
approach, which is applied in design and construction process modeling (Austin et al. 1999).
It has several attributes: it allows the reader drill into detail when more information needed
and it is easy to understand because of its graphical representation.

2.4.3 Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN)
The Business Process Modeling Notation is developed by the Object Management Group
(OMG) (Linda 2010). According to “the final specifications for OMG”, BPMN is an
approach for modeling notation application. The primary goal of BPMN is to provide a
notation that is readily understandable by all business users. There are four kinds of elements
in BPMN called actors, processes, connections, and artifacts

Liu (2012) has summarized the difference between IDEF0 and BPMN. BPMN is better in its
capability to express business processes, whereas IDEF0 cannot represent sequential
relationship between activities. In addition, BPMN can easily and clearly express and
visualize the interactions between different parties, which IDEF0 cannot do easily.

Dufresne and Martin (2003) stated that BPMN can be converted to the Business Process
Execution Language for Web Services, which is an emerging standard XML based approach
for workflow control.
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2.5

Literature Review Results

This literature review identified several core areas of literature related to existing process
models and process mapping techniques. Throughout this review, it is important to note that
currently there is not a construction process model which depicts the integrated construction
process for AER projects in a proper level of detail. The developed model leverages, and
builds upon, several of the previous efforts, include the BPMN process mapping approach
and the IBPM.
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3.

Research Methodology

This research was conducted by using detailed case studies, interviews, and validation
approaches. The Building 661 retrofit project was studied during process model development
stage as one project case to study. People from Renovation Services at Penn State and some
experienced industry experts from OPP were selected as important interviewees to validate
the preliminary process model. An updated and improved integrated construction process
model with clear definitions for each activity is presented at the end of this research.

3.1

Critical Research Process

This research started from the previous research of task group 3 of the EEB (Energy Efficient
Hub), which was been retitled as the ‘Consortium for Building Energy Innovation’. The EEB
Hub developed an Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Model (IBLPM) for planning and
design phases, which served as a portion of the big picture of the IBLPM research. The
researcher began to work in the field of the Building 661 Renovation. Via attending the
project team weekly meetings and conducting rounds of group discussions with project team
participants, the researcher collected data and information from project schedules,
coordination, and decision making process. Those data and information helped the researcher
to develop an initial image of the construction process for AER projects. An initial set of
preliminary construction process maps were developed from on-site observation, group
discussion activities, literature review. To pre-validate the preliminary construction process
model, the researcher performed a series of interviews and discussions with four faculty
members and three graduate students in the Architectural Engineering Department of Penn
State University, who have more than ten years of experience in their field. After updating
and revising the pre-validation preliminary construction process map based on expert
18

suggestions, the research moved to the next step, process map validation. A series of
interviews were conducted with experienced industry people. The feedback from interviews
were then collected and analyzed by a pre-defined validation analysis approach. After
validation data collection and analysis, the researcher modified the preliminary construction
process model based on the validation decisions to activities. An enhancement of integrated
features was added to the preliminary construction process model in the end. The improved
final integrated construction process model was completed after the validation process.
The research methodology used includes the following:
1. Case study (site observation)
2. Literature review
3. Interviews
4. Pre-designed validation tool for validation data analysis

3.2

Research Techniques

3.2.1 Case Study (Site Observation)
A case study is a research strategy that focuses on understanding the dynamics present within
single settings. Case studies may include single or multiple cases and deep analysis in various
aspects (Yin 1981). Compared with other research method, a case study can provide fresher
and deeper information that occur in the real time. Case study has different levels of
complexity (Hancock 1998). For example, it can either be a simple descriptive illustration of
an event or a more complicated analysis of a causation relationship analysis over a specific
occurrence.
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Studying the case deeply can provide more comprehensive information and perspectives
about different aspects. One of the major steps of a case study is observation. Through
construction project site observation, people could learn more practical matters and firsthand
information directly from the job site. To clearly understand the operation of cases, people
attend the activities conducted every day in person and summarize the useful information
contributing to the research progress timely and deeply. The data authenticity is the primary
reason for using site observation method during a case study.

3.2.2 Literature Review
Extensively reviewing the literature forms the foundation of this research. It was focused on
the current status and effort of the process mapping methodology, the existing construction
process models, and the general content of work for different stakeholders in project team. In
addition, construction schedules at different levels of detail also serve a reference for the
researcher to have a better understanding of the construction sequences, and activity
dependencies within construction phases and trades.

3.2.3 Interviews and Pre-designed Validation Tool
A research interview is an exchange of views between two or more people (Schultze and
Avital 2011). An interview is a data collection process in which an interviewer asks a
respondent questions, either by face to face or by tele-communication tools (Polit and
Hungler 1998). An interview is an effective data collection method as it can avoid ambiguity
of the questions in time that may lead to possible misunderstanding. The information
collected directly by asking question toward the one who is involved in the studied event or
process thereof is most reliable and of best timeliness.
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In addition to the advantages of interviews, there are a lot of disadvantages of interviews. For
instance, some of researchers complain that interview process is time consuming, because the
researcher needs to design the interview process before the interview, instruct the
interviewees to answer the designed questions effectively with less uncertainty, and finally to
make sure the answers can be used with a certain degree of reliability. The data quality
mainly depends on the interviewers’ expertise and attitudes (Hancock 1998). Therefore, the
researcher needs to consume much more time to make sure the interview results could be
used in his research than other research methods. Therefore a well pre-defined data collection
and analysis approach used during the interview process is crucial for the success of the
interview research approach. The structured validation tool can effectively help the
researcher obtain the most important feedback from an interview process. The tool defined a
method to summarize the feedback from interviewees into different categories which have an
impact on the research validation results. To make a decision after summarizing the feedback
from interviewees, the data analysis tool can help to identify the difference of feedback
between each other and select the most reasonable one as the final action or change need to
be taken after the validation. It can facilitate the improvement of the research results as well.
Therefore, an interview method with structured interview feedback analysis tool was
essential to this research.

3.3
3.3.1

Research Steps
Case Study and Site Observation

The researcher observed the as-performed construction process for the Building
661Renovation project in Philadelphia as a summer intern by attending the project schedule
meetings, project weekly progress meetings, and decision making process. Along with
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attending meetings and documenting meeting minutes, observation of actual construction
progress at the project job site was crucial to the development of the preliminary construction
process model. The researcher captured daily construction activities and documented with
detailed descriptions and videos of each critical activity. Generally, the data captured
includes:
1. Activity information (i.e., Name, Description, and Performers);
2. Sequence of activities (i.e., Predecessors and Successors); and
3. Information exchanged between different team participants.
The researcher attended 8 weekly project meetings in the Building 661 project, throughout
building demolition, foundation, structure erection, and roof structure installation. The
following detailed methods were used during the site observation:
1. Participated in the meeting – Regular site walk-down and direct activities observation.
2.

Kept record of the drawings, pull planning schedule photos, RFIs, RFP, Change Orders
and other submittals submitted throughout the project construction process.

3.

Analyzed the planned schedule of projects and studied the reasons for any changes or
delay. Kept track of the actual schedule.
1) The schedule was broken down into manageable chunks which were taken as
references whenever the observer went to the site.
2) Kept updating the schedule based on the changes.
3) Kept track of the change orders and their impacts on the schedule. Simultaneously
noted the reasons for the changes and how corresponding activities were impacted.

4. The observer/researcher took pictures or videos of the construction work progress
5. The notes from the meetings were documented in the Meeting Minutes form (Shown in
Figure 3-1). The meetings include:
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1) “Pull Planning” meeting which involves different subcontractors
2) Project weekly progress meetings with sub-contractors.
3) On-Site Meetings, such as the project safety meetings.

Figure 3-1 Data Collection- Meeting Minutes Documentation Form
6. In-Office and On-Site focus group discussions
The discussions are helpful to collecting correct information about activities and thus they
can facilitate the understanding of the construction workflows along with the information
flows throughout the process. These discussions were recorded (with the permission of the
involved parties) to build a long-term data collection for further analysis. The contributors
include:
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Owner-side: Project Manager, Project Engineer, Program Development Officer



Coordination: Project Coordinator



Activity Leaders: Prime contractor, Sub Contractor, Construction Foreman

The data collected were analyzed and documented. For example, after the pull-planning
meeting, the researcher summarized the activity sequence and interdependency in a map. Via
asking questions about the definitions and scope of work for each activity, the researcher
understood the construction process more precisely.
3.3.2 Literature Review and Process Map Development Stage
The preliminary construction process model was developed through a review of literature and
a case study. Based on the updated process data collected in the field after the site
observation, the researcher started literature review. Academic papers, text books, documents
from companies were deeply reviewed and compared by the researcher. For instance,
literature include the general scopes of work with their specifications for different subcontractors, project change orders, building permits obtaining process for different systems,
construction activity schedules. The researcher then created activity boxes in swim lanes for
different systems by using the BPMN process mapping techniques, which is described in
Section 4.4, based on the information collected from case study and literature review. The
preliminary process model was then modified and updated based on the suggestions from the
experienced AE faculty members and graduate students.
3.3.3 Process Map Validation and Improvement Stage
Semi-structured interviews were then performed to validate the preliminary construction
process model. The semi-structured interview typically proceeds with open ended questions
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that are either predetermined or merging from the dialogue in the interview (DiCicco-Bloom
and Crabtree 2006). The researcher developed the questions prior to the interviews. A well
pre-defined validation feedback analysis approach was applied during the interview, which
was used to summarize the viewpoints from different interviewees and helped to make
decisions to necessary activities in the process model. The researcher firstly introduced the
preliminary process maps to the interviewee and stepped through each component, element,
and swim-lane. The interviewee was then asked if they could identify any missing elements
and misplaced elements within the process map. Then, the level of detail of the entire
construction process map was discussed. During the interviews, the relationships between
each system and each trade were identified. Thirdly, the areas including a lack of scope and
integration feature enhancement were identified. The researcher finally modified the
preliminary construction process model based on the feedback analysis results came from the
elaborate validate feedback analysis process.
3.3.4 Development and Documentation of the Research Conclusions and Limitations
After validating the preliminary construction process model, the researcher concludes the
research with a final construction phase process model for IBLPM. The areas the research
mainly contributing to were identified at last, along with the research limitations.
This chapter summarizes the methodologies used during the entire research process along
with succinct explanations of each critical research stage. The detail construction process
model development and validation processes are explained in the following chapters.
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4. Process Model Development
This Chapter initially introduces the process of establishing the structure for the Construction
Phase of the Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Model (IBLPM). Then, the detailed
procedures for developing the construction phase of the CP-IBLPM are discussed including
the use of the case study, literature review and first round interviews with academic experts
in the building construction industry. At the completion of the chapter, the preliminary
Construction Phase of the IBLPM is presented. This model was used in the subsequent
validation, which is described in Chapter 5.

4.1

Foundation Knowledge of Developing the Construction Phase of the
Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Model

One of the crucial objectives of developing the Construction Phase of the Integrated
Building Lifecycle Process Model (CP-IBLPM) is to understand how complicated
construction activities are performed following a logic sequence in an integrated manner for
Advanced Energy Retrofit (AER) projects. The literature review section studied the different
types of construction process models that widely applied in the building construction
industry. Through comparison of major process models, the Generic Design and
Construction Process Protocol (Cooper 1998) and The Integrated Building Process Model
(Sanvido 1990), the research found that the IBPM by Sanvido et al.(1990) had more levels
of detail. This model was more suitable to assist in the identification of the sub-functions
within the Construction Phase of the IBLPM. Therefore the construction facility model of the
IBPM, which is defined in more detail within the IBCPM (Michael 1989), was chosen as the
basis for developing the Construction Phase of the Integrated Building Lifecycle Process
Model. Figure 4-1 presents the construction facility node tree for the IBCPM. Michael (1989)
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defined the roles and essential functions required to construct a facility into four major
construction related activities: 1) Acquire Construction Services, 2) Plan and Control the
Work, 3) Provide Resources, and 4) Build the Facility. The primary tasks were divided
according to construction sub-functions. It is important to note that minor changes were
necessary to the four major functions to improve the representation of the major activity
areas. In particular, the Preconstruction Planning phase was added as a major phase as it is a
key stage for an integrated construction process keeping consistent with the design
implementation phase in the Design Phase of IBLPM. Following this rule, the ‘Plan and
Control the Work’ phase was renamed as Construction and Installation because the
researcher took the retrofit project characteristics into account. The commission and Turnover Phase was added in the final stage of an integrated construction process for AER
projects.
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Figure 4-1 Construct Function Tree (Source: Sanvido et al. 1990)
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4.2

Construction Phasing

Phasing a construction process comprises breaking it down to more manageable chunks and
dealing with each one as a separate scope. The most common ways of phasing a construction
process is to separate it by work category, by sectioning of the overall project, or by partial
completion (Li and Suarez 2011). The IBLPM shows the processes that take place during the
different phases of a building life cycle. This research is aiming to explain the construction
process in an integrated manner along with this lifecycle process.

In the construction phase, the benefits of the integrated process are realized. This research
focuses on mapping the construction phase of the integration lifecycle process. Hence, the
design is completed during the detailed design and implementation documents activities
within the Design Phase of the IBLPM which are defined in Chunduri (2014). Because of the
greater effort put into the design phase, construction under an integrated delivery approach
can be much more efficient (The American Institute of Architects, 2007). To promote the
integrated delivery approach adopted by previous research, this research divides the level-1
construction major phases into level-2 phases as shown below:

1) Pre-Construct;
2) Order;
3) Manufacture;
4) Deliver;
5) Construction Prepare;
6) Construct & Install; and
7) Commission and Turn-over.
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The construction phasing approach in this research is basically from the IBPM with changes
to fit the scope of this research. The IBPM divided the construction process according to the
roles and essential functions required to construct a facility into four major construction
related activities and their sub function activities as shown in Figure 4-1. These activities do
not have strict dependency relationships. In addition, the IBPM function tree does not include
project integration related functions. It is not appropriate for this research to use it as a basis
to develop the framework of the integrated construction process model. Therefore, this
research did not leverage it directly as a construction phasing approach, but as a primary
reference to divide the construction process by functions.

4.3

The Framework of the Construction Phase of the Integrated Lifecycle of
Building Process Model

After sub classifying the construction phases, the next major task of the development of the
construction process model was to build the framework. The researcher divided the
construction process model into horizontal and vertical organizational lanes.
4.3.1. Vertical Swim Lanes
Vertical frame basically consists of major construction phase and sub-phases determined by
the section 4.2. The major phases include Preconstruction Planning; Resource Acquisition;
Construction and Installation; and Commissioning. The Resource Acquisition phase can be
further divided into three sub-phases: Order, Manufacture and Deliver, which focus on
obtaining the prefabricated product prior to the start of field construction and installation. The
construction and Installation phase extends into construction preparation and the construct
and install sub-phases.
1) Preconstruction Planning
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The Preconstruction Planning phase comes from the Level 2 sub-function of the
IBPM: “Plan and control the work” (Sanvido 1990). It comes after the
implementation documents phase of design. Preconstruction planning encompasses all
the planning activities before the actual construction begins, which is the overall
planning, coordination, and control of a project from inception to completion aimed at
meeting a client’s requirements to produce a functionally and financially viable
project (Kuhn 2007).
2) Resource Acquisition
Resource Acquisition is transformed from the Level 3 sub-function in the IBPM
(Sanvido 1990): “Acquire Resource”, which is under the level 2 sub-function
“Provide Resource”. It includes the acquisition of the required prefabricated
resources in accordance with the project schedule taking into account the ordering,
delivery, inventory, and maintenance and storage information (Michael 1989).
3) Construction / Installation
The Construction and Installation phase comes from the level 2 sub-function of IBPM
(Sanvido 1990) : “Build the Facility”. It means daily work execution planning,
resource distribution, conducting the physical work and monitoring and improving the
work.
4) Commissioning
The Commissioning phase is also from the level 2 phases “Build the Facility”. The
researcher separate commission phase from “Build the Facility” because it is a vital
process along with the integrated construction delivery process. Commonly, it
involves highly-organized coordination work from different disciplines. Hence, this
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research takes it out from the build facility function. Generally, the commissioning
phase is different with the final inspection of building systems and services.
4.3.2. Horizontal Swim Lanes
The horizontal lanes are structure around the building systems, along with the Management
and Integration Swim Lane.
The OmniClass Construction Classification System (known as OmniClassTM or OCCS) is an
open standard classification system designed for the construction industry (The OmniClass
Construction Classification System Development Committee 2012). It is a strategy for
classifying the built environment. OmniClass consists of 15 hierarchical tables, each of which
represents a different aspect of construction information. Those tables can be used
independently to classify a particular type of information. The researcher selects Table21(Elements) as the most proper one for documenting the activities in the CP-IBLPM. Table21 is classified by element. According to (“OmniClass Introduction and User’s Guide”
2006)an element is a major component, assembly or “construction entity part which, in itself
or in combination with other parts fulfills a predominating function of the construction entity”
The construction process model applied the OmniClassTable-21 elements as the building
system classification method to define its horizontal swim lanes’ titles. They include the
following elements (The OmniClass Construction Classification System Development
Committee 2006).


21-06 Special Construction and Demolition – Special Construction, Facility
Remediation, Demolition. The researcher revised the title of this element to
Abatement and Demolition as the objectives of this research are mainly about AER
projects.
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21-07 – Sitework – Site Preparation, Site Improvements, Liquid and Gas Site Utilities,
Electrical Site Improvements, Site Communications, Miscellaneous Site Construction



21-01 Substructure – Foundations, Subgrade enclosures, Slab-on-grade, Water and
Gas Mitigation, Substructure related activities.



21-02 Shell – Superstructure, Exterior Vertical Enclosures, Exterior Horizontal
Enclosures.



21-03 Interiors – Interior Construction, Interior Finishes.



21-04 Services – Conveying, Plumbing, Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
(HVAC), Fire Protection, Electrical, Communications, Electronic Safety and Security,
Integrated Automation.



21-05 Equipment and Furnishings

There are two additional core groupings of activities that play an essential role within the
construction phase of a project. These groups include Integration and Management.
Integration activities are activities that require team collaboration and discipline integration.
Management activities include all managerial function activity along with the construction
lifecycle process.
After establishing the organizational structure for the process map for the Construction Phase
of the IPLPM, the researcher performed a literature review and case study-site observation to
identify necessary activities for each system within the construction phase of an AER project.

4.4

Process Model Components

Based upon the benefits of Business Process Management Notation (BPMN) and to align
with the efforts of the information delivery standards being developed within
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buildingSMART International, the CP-IBLPM is developed by applying BPMN process
mapping approach.
The basis of the process model is the containers of all the process model elements, which are
called swim lanes. These are used to illustrate different functionalities and responsibilities by
organizing activities into separate horizontal lanes.
Each component that is a main graphical element of the process model, and define the
behavior of the process flow, is called a “Flow Object” in the BPMN specification (Liu
2012). The flow objects include events, activities and gateways.
An event is something that happens during the course of a process. These events affect the
flow of the process and have a trigger or a result (White 2004). Along with the construction
process model, two event flow objects are applied to present the transition from design, the
starting point of the construction process, and the ending point of the construction process as
shown in Figure 4-2 Flow Objects in BPMN – Events.

Figure 4-2 Flow Objectives in BPMN – Events
An activity is represented by a rectangle box which is performed within a swim lane. An
activity box shown in Figure 4-3 is an example of reviewing construction documents.
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Figure 4-3 Flow Objects in BPMN – Activity
A gateway is used to control the divergence and convergence of a process flow. It will
determine branching, forking, merging and joining of flow and path (White 2004). In this
research, there are just two types of gateways: parallel gateways and exclusive gateways with
process markers see Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 Flow Objectives in BPMN – Gateways

Exclusive Gateway, based on data – represent the decision making point. It
may have multiple outgoing flows, but only one choice can be chosen. In
this research, the exclusive gateway represents a question asking the person
to choose from yes or no.

Parallel Gateway – every outgoing sequence is taken, after the precedent
activities are finished. Parallel gateway is also applied to combine or join
several in-coming paths into one or more out- going path. It does not
constraint or change the process sequence flow (Liu 2012).

Connectors link the activities within or across the swim lanes in a logical sequence as shown
in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4 Flow Objectives in BPMN – Connector

4.5

Process Model Development Assumptions

This research is a study about how to organize construction activities for AER projects.
Unlike a traditional project, it documents the construction process in an integrated delivery
approach. The construction phase starts by having all prefabrication-level design models and
documents. It assumes that all necessary shop models and drawings are prepared and ready
for producing any specific component before construction begins.

4.6

Developing the Preliminary Construction Process Model

The Construction Phase of the IBLPM was developed by literature review and case study.
The entire development process was divided into two phases. In Phase 1, the researcher went
to the construction site for the Building 661 renovation in the Navy Yard for deep
observation. The detailed process of observation and study was presented in Section 3.3.
Following Phase 1, the literature review with regard to the areas of the different systems
defined in section 4.3.2. Previous data collected on site via observation and case study,
literature reviewed about technical report, detailed schedules, general scope of work for trade,
and codes and standards were used for the development of the preliminary CP-IBLPM.
Literature Review and Case Study- Site Observation
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Prior to the beginning of the Building 661 case study, the researcher performed a review of
literature including journal papers, conference papers, textbooks, schedules and codes for
various kinds of projects. Then after the site observation, the initial construction sequence
flows for different trades were documented from the data gained from an initial literature
review and from observing meetings and subsequent discussions during a 10 week, on-site
observational study of the Building 661 project. Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 show examples of
work being performed during the time of the site observations which occurred between June,
2013 and August, 2013.

Figure 4-5 Site Observation
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Figure 4-6 Pre-construction coordination meetings for Building 661
After the site observation of Building 661, the researcher conducted a more extensive
literature review targeted toward elements contained within the developed construction
process model, construction and installation content of work for different trades and
integrated construction process literature. The second round literature review helped to
develop the preliminary integrated construction process model. Some important textbooks,
articles, reports and documents which were reviewed include:


Common Plumbing Process (Hepworth Plumbing 2006);



Electrical Scope of Work (University of Houston 2014);



Electrical Trade scope of work guidelines (Ottawa Construction Association 2009);



Fire Protection Systems (Duncan 2001);



Principles and Practice of Commercial Construction (Cameron 2007);



Steps to Safe Renovation and Repair Activities (US EPA 2014);



Uponor Professional Plumbing Installation Guide (Uponor, Inc 2007);



Heating and Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Analysis and Design (Faye 2005);



Heating and Cooling of Buildings (Kreider 2002).
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After reviewing the literature, the process map was developed in BPMN using Microsoft
Visio 2013 to graphically develop the construction phase of the IBLPM. Appendix A
includes the preliminary Construction Phase - IBLPM (Version 1.0).

4.7

Reading the Process Map

The CP-IBLPM has three levels of titles as follow (see Figure4-7):


Level 1 Title: The Main tile is “The Integrated Building Lifecycle Construction
Process Model”, along with the phase of the building life cycle. The phase is
“Construction”



Level 2 Title: The second level of title represents the major phases within the phase of
Level 1. Level 2 titles are Preconstruction Planning, Resource Acquisition,
Construction and Installation, and Commissioning.



Level 3 Titles are Pre-construct, Order, Manufacture, Deliver, Construction Prepare,
Construct & Install, and Commission and Inspect.

Level 1

Level2

Title

Title

Level 3

Figure 4-7 Titles of the Construction Phase of the IBLPM
The map has three sections shown in Figure 4-8: The three sections are the Integration Swim
Lane, the Management Swim Lane, and the OmniClass Elements Swim Lanes. The
Integration Swim Lane shows activities which require multiple trades (i.e., at least two or
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more trades) to perform a task or an activity together. The Management Swim Lane focuses
on activities geared on managing the project teams, making important decisions and
addressing other important aspects of a project such like safety, budget, and schedule.
OmniClass Elements Swim lanes contain activities and their sequences to construct each
building system such as HVAC, Fire Protection, Electrical and other building systems.

Integration Swim Lane

Management Swim Lane

Omni Class Elements Swim Lanes

Figure 4-8 Sections in the Construction Phase -IBLPM termed as Swim Lanes
The first column on the left side of the map has OmniClass numbers along with Level 1 titles
for all systems. Each swim lane in the map is designated with Level 1 titles. The second
column from the left shows the system or service which is directly related to the Level 1 title.
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Level 1 Titles along
with Omni Class
Number Classification
for each System

Systems/Services

Figure 4-9 OmniClass Classifications for Systems/Services

4.8

Pre-validation and Modification of the Preliminary Process Model

After the development of the preliminary (Version 1.0) construction process map, eight
Architectural Engineering Department faculty members and graduate PhD students who
either had several years of construction industry experience or had extensive knowledge
within their specific discipline were selected to perform interviews to validate the preliminary
construction process map. There are three major objectives for these interviews. Firstly, the
experts were asked to identify obvious inaccuracies in logic. For most instances, they
identified obvious errors in the preliminary process map based on their experience and
knowledge. The irrationalities in construction sequence and their meanings could be
identified at this stage. Secondly, the experts gave many ideas on the unified level of detail
in the construction process activity representations. The researcher might overlook retaining
the same level of detail when developing the construction activities’ representations.
Those selected experts in HVAC design and installation, Construction Management,
plumbing installation, and electrical system, identified the inconsistency in level of detail of
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different swim lanes (systems or services). Finally, the selected experts gave the feedback
with regard to the coordination between different stakeholders in construction project team.
Hence, their opinions helped to make clear the complex relationships between construction
activities for different systems to enhance the integrated features of the construction process
model.

Then the researcher modified those mistakes mainly in logic based on the opinions from
selected faculty experts and graduate students. Some simple and necessary modifications
made to the preliminary process to make it more logical and reasonable. For example, one of
the selected faculty members in the Mechanical option of the AE Department recommended
that the researcher move activity “Assemble HVAC Components” after Activity “Install
Prefabricated Pipes” because of typical HVAC system installation sequencing. Figure 4-10 is
an example of pre-validation discussions with two professors in Architectural Engineering
Department performing pre-validating the Integration Swim Lane, Management Swim Lane,
the HVAC Swim Lane, and the Electrical Swim Lane.
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Figure 4-10 Process Map Modifications after Pre-validation Discussion with Experts

After rounds of discussions with experts, the final ready-to-validate preliminary model
(Version 2.0) is shown in Appendix B. Following the documentation of the development
maps, several rounds of interviews were then performed to validate the model. This
validation and the validated construction process model are presented in the following two
chapters.
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5. Validation of the Integrated Construction Process Model
The preliminary construction phase of the IBLPM (Version 1.0), which contains 198
activities, was validated by using interviews and a pre-designed analysis approach. This
Chapter describes the objectives, detailed approaches, and steps of validating, analyzing and
revising the preliminary construction process model. The refined integrated construction
process model is presented at the end of this Chapter.

5.1

Validation Objectives

The first objective of validating the preliminary construction process model was to verify the
accuracy of all activities within the map along with their relationships. The second objective
was to supplement the preliminary process map with additional details and incorporate
additional energy retrofit specific features. Several parts of the preliminary construction
process map did not focus upon retrofit project related information. This research is primarily
focusing on the AER projects. Therefore, it was important to develop the process map with a
targeted focus on the AER projects. Enhancing the integrated features of the Construction
Phase of the IBLPM is the third objective of this research. The enhanced integrated
construction process model can facilitate collaboration across different project participants
and support the project team to make the right decision at the right time throughout the
construction phase.
To achieve those objectives, a series of industry expert interviews were conducted over a one
month period by leveraging the resources of the Office of Physical Plant at Penn State. Data
was collected, analyzed and then merged into the preliminary construction process model.
Finally, the more comprehensive Construction Phase of the IBLPM was developed. The
following sections explain how interviews were conducted and how data and feedback was
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collected and analyzed, along with the criteria to alter the preliminary process model by using
a pre-defined analysis approach.

5.2

Interviews

Interviewees with more than 6 years of renovation projects experience were chosen based on
their expertise. The Office of Physical Plant (OPP) is the administrative organization of the
Pennsylvania State University that is responsible for the stewardship of the University's
physical assets. The personnel in the OPP the researcher selected have more than six years of
experience on building design, construction and operation experience. They perform a lot of
renovation projects on the campus. Therefore, the researcher chose three people from the
Renovation Services of OPP and two project managers for two different renovation projects
on the campus. The general information about the interviewees is listed along with the
interview durations in Table 5-1. The general information for the two construction on-going
projects is presented in Table 5-2. The chosen interviewees could holistically represent the
opinions from industry.
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Table 5-1 Interviewee and Interview Duration
Interviewees
1

3
4

Job Title
Renovation Services
Facilities Project
Coordinator
Renovation Service
Manager
Engineer
Project Manager

5

Project Manager

2

Company/Projects
Owner

Duration (Hours)
6

Owner

4

Owner
Construction Management
Company
Construction Management
Company

4.5
5
4

Table 5-2 Interview Projects with OPP
Project Name

Owner

Renovation Project 1

Penn
State

Renovation Project 2

Penn
State

CM
Firm
1

2

Project Cost

Work Scope

$18,000,000 Phased renovation of 5-floor
laboratory building, including full
HVAC replacement and new
finishes.
$94,100,000 Renovation of existing dormitories
and construction of a new dormitory

After choosing the interviewees, a communication mechanism was set up based on the predefined interview data analysis approach discussed in Section 5.3. While conducting the
interviews, four types of changes were identified. They include: activity added, activity
deleted, sequence changed (also contains activities moved across separate swim lanes) and
critical word(s) changed. The activities which were retained are the activities which were not
highlighted with any color. These different types of changes were tracked and color-coded in
the data analysis spreadsheet (see in Appendix D).
The four types of changes for the construction process model are defined in more detail
below (Chunduri 2014):
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1. Activity Added: An activity is added if it was performed by the selected renovation
project team or should be conducted based on the experience of interviewees and if
did not exist in the preliminary construction process model.
2. Activity Deleted: An activity is deleted if it was not performed by the project team or
should be performed based on the experience of interviewees and if it existed in the
preliminary construction process model.
3. Sequence Changed: An activity’s sequence is changed if it was not performed in the
sequence shown in the baseline process model. They include the activities which are
moved (forward or backward) within the system-specific swim lane across different
construction phases, or the activities moved (up and down) across different swim
lane. For example, an activity’s sequence can be changed from place within HVAC
system swim lane of different construction phases or it can be moved from HVAC
Swim Lane to Integration Swim Lane.
4. Critical Word(s) Changed: A critical word in the activity is modified if the
representatives or terminologies of that activity should be changed or deleted.
During the interviews, the researcher started by walking through (see in Figure 5-1) each
swim lane in detail and then asked the interviewee to provide their opinions about each
construction process for different systems. The recommendation of action was documented
by different color defined in Figure 5-4. The feedback was also documented on the map in
numbers from 1 to 4 mentioned above during the interviews. This aided in summarizing the
feedback from different interviewees quickly and correctly by using the defined data analysis
approach.
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Figure 5-1 Data Color Coding During Interview
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During the interviews, the researcher would discuss with interviewees (see in Figure 5-2)
about the detail process of installing different systems. As needed, the feedback was
documented on a white board as shown in Figure5-2 or on the copy of preliminary process
map.

Figure 5-2 Discussion with Interviewee
As the purpose of this research is to develop a construction process model for the AER
projects, the systems which have great impact on energy efficient performance for the AER
projects were discussed in added detail during the interviews. The emphasis of the validation
process was focused on the swim lanes represents the key systems which have direct impact
on energy efficiency performance for the AER projects. According to the selected
interviewees’ expertise, the researcher chose HVAC, Plumbing, Electrical, Abatement, and
Management Swim Lanes as the major systems that required additional focused validation
for achieving energy efficiency goal during a retrofit project. Therefore, all selected
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interviewees provided their perceptions regarding the process of constructing these five
systems. All five interviewees gave their feedback to these five systems and then they
selected additional systems to validate. The interviewees chose other swim lanes to validate
according to their interests and experience. The following sections present in detail the
method of analyzing the data collected from interviews in detail by explaining a pre-defined
data analysis approach.

5.3

Interview data analysis

The interview feedback data was collected and compared by leveraging a pre-defined
analysis spreadsheet developed during the thesis work of Sreelatha Chunduri, who developed
the Planning and Design Phases of the IBLPM. She developed a case study data analysis
approach in her PhD research (Chunduri 2014). To maintain a consistent model validation
approach, it was decided to leverage the same data analysis approach, with minor
modification as necessary to verify the collected data from the interviews.
After each interview was complete, all interview feedback was documented in a spreadsheet
(Appendix D), which was used to compare to the preliminary process map.
The symbols shown below (Figure 5-3) which could also been seen in the spreadsheet
(Appendix D) are to label the changes (Activity Retaining or Activity Deleting) the
interviewees made to the existing activities in the preliminary process model.

Figure 5-3 Symbols for Retaining and Deleting Activity in the Validation Spreadsheet
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A decision making protocol for process model revision was then defined. Before making any
revision to the preliminary process model, the spreadsheet was summarized based on the
color-coded actions documented from each interview. The actions are taken according to the
following process (see in Figure 5-4).

1. Add Activity

Should Take
An Action?

2. Delete Activity
YES

3. Change
Activity
Sequence

NO

Retain the
Activity

4.Change Critical
Name in Activity
Name

Figure 5-4 Process to document revisions to the preliminary process model
The reason for the action taken in each interview was categorized and justified. The columns
in the created spreadsheet (Appendix D) contains: Preliminary Process Model Activities;
Interview activities; the reason for change given by each interviewee; action taken; category
of change; comments and justifications for the change (for the final decided activity); and the
final activity in the validated construction phase of the model. After documenting all the
actions suggested by different interviewee, a decision to the final activity was made
according to the validation decision-making protocol shown in Table 5-3. In the spreadsheet,
the box filled with blue stands for some activities that require integration with others to
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perform the activity effectively. These boxes connect different systems in an integrated
manner. It enhances integrated features of the preliminary construction process model.
Table 5-3 Validation Decision Making Protocol
Validation Decision
A. Activity
Retained

1.
2.
3.

B. New Activity
Added

1.
2.

C. Activity
Deleted

1.

2.
D. Sequence
Changed

1.
2.
3.
4.

E. Critical
word(s) in
the activity
changed
F. No Action
Taken

Decision Making Criteria
An activity is retained if all interviewees agree to retain.
An activity is retained if at least two interviewees agree to
retain, but not all interviewees agree to retain.
An activity is retained because of the requirements of the
process map structure, even if the interviewees recommend
changing that activity.
Value adding activity and activities that can be performed on
any retrofit building project.
Important activity – retrofit related, management related. This
also includes activities which are deemed as being important
by the interviewees.
An activity is deleted if it is deemed to never occur in any of
AER projects. It is also deleted if it is redundant with the other
similar activity that already exists within the map.
An activity is deleted if it is described as unnecessary
(especially for AER projects) by the interviewees.
Sequence changed within the same system and the same
construction phase.
Sequence changed within the same system but to or from a
different construction phase.
Sequence changed to/from one swim lane to another swim
lane in the same construction phase.
Sequence changed from one swim lane to another swim lane,
across the different construction phases.

1. Critical word is changed in the activity name because the
initial word does not match the industry reality or have an
inaccurate terminology.
2. Critical word is changed in the activity name because the
scope of work the initial word describes is inaccurate.
If changes are made in the activity is supported by only one
interviewee with no necessity to extend to all other AER projects,
then no action is taken as it is project or personal experience
specific and not generic.
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The type of validation decisions was labeled using capital letters (A, B, C, D, E, and F) which
are in the left column of Table 5-3. The criteria for making each decision is listed in the right
column labeled using numbers (1, 2, 3, and 4). The decision making criteria were shown in
the spreadsheet (Appendix D) column called “Category”. According to Chunduri (2014), an
activity is categorized as “A1” if the activity is retained (shown as ‘A’ in the table above) and
if it occurs in all case study projects (shown as ‘1’ in the table above).
The decision making criteria shown previously are explained in detail in the following
sections by presenting an example for each of the different categories.
A. Activity Retained
The activities in the preliminary construction process map were retained based on the detail
decision making criteria presented above. Each criterion is explained below with an example:
1. A1: “An activity is retained if all interviewees agree to retain”;
For example, in the preliminary map, activity: “Develop Project Site Utilization Plan” was
identified in all five interviewees where they agreed with the activity. Therefore, the activity
was included in the final map.
2. A2: “An activity is retained if at least two interviewees agree to add, but not all
interviewees agree to retain”;
For example: In Preliminary Map, Activity: “Update project schedules” was identified by
only one interviewee to change the sequence of the activity, whereas, other interviewees
suggested retain the activity. Therefore, the activity was included in the final map.
A3: “An activity is retained because of the requirements of the process map structure, even if
the interviewees recommend changing that activity”.
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For example, in the Shell Swim Lane, all of the selected interviewees proposed to move the
activities “Construct Floor” and “Construct Stairs” to the Substructure Swim Lane because
normally the content of these two activities are performed in Structure Swim Lane. However,
the process map is structured based on the OmniClass Table-21, in which it places floor and
stair work to the shell system. Therefore, the activity was included in the final map. The
researcher did not do any change to the activities, just keeping consistent with the original
logic and requirement of OmniClass.
B. New Activity Added
New activity added to the preliminary construction process map based on the feedback from
interviewees which falls in the developed criteria described below with examples:
1. B1: “Value adding activity and activities that can be performed on any retrofit
building project”;
For example, in the preliminary map: Activity: “Conduct No-leakage Test” in HVAC system.
The project goals and values were set according to the owner’s requirements. The activity
which could be applied to any project in improving project efficiency is deemed to be the
value adding or goal setting activity. For instance, the activity “Conduct No-leakage Test” is
added by one of the selected interviewees because it is a value adding activity based on his
HVAC installation work experience. The no-leakage test is a pre-functional test. It should
occur for all renovation projects. It is one part of the renovation process.
2. B2: “Important activity – retrofit related, management related. This also includes
activities which are deemed as being important by the interviewees”;
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For example, “Mobilize project team on site for pre-task coordination” is an activity added to
the preliminary process map because it is related to construction management aspect with
great importance. So, activity was added to the preliminary map.
C. Activity Deleted
An activity was deleted from the preliminary construction process model if the situation falls
under one of the criterion below shown with examples:
1. C1: “An activity is deleted if it is deemed to never occur in any of AER projects. It is
also deleted if it is redundant with the other similar activity that already exists within
the map”;
For example, the activity “Bring the fire line pipe” in Fire Protection Swim Lane was deleted
because this process map is focused on the AER projects. The fire line pipe is already
connected to the site in most cases. So it is deleted according to C1 criterion.
In addition, the activity “Install prefabricated pipes” in HVAC Swim Lane was also deleted
because this activity is a redundant activity with “HVAC Rough-In” which is already added
in the process map.
2. C2: “An activity is deleted if it is described as unnecessary (especially for the AER
projects) by the interviewees”.
For example, the activity “Install the Protection of Adjacent Structures” was deleted because
it is an unnecessary activity. In most renovation project, the abatement contractors install the
protection components only for the project they bid, not for adjacent structures. Therefore,
“Install Protection for Adjacent Structures” is not as necessary as enough to be taken into
account in construction process.
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D. Sequence Changed
The following descriptions show some examples of activity sequence change in the
preliminary construction process map if the situations fall into the developed criteria shown
below in detail.
1. D1: “Sequence changed within the same system and the same construction phase”;
For example, the activity “Install Auto Temperature Control” was moved to parallel with
“Install HVAC Controls Wiring and Components”. It is still in the same swim lane within the
same construction phase.
2. D2 : “Sequence changed within the same system but to or from a different
construction phase”;
For example, the activity “Conduct survey and layout for HVAC” was moved within the
system, but before Resource Acquisition Phase. The interviewee deemed that it should occur
in the preconstruction phase according to their work experience.
3. D3: “Sequence changed to/from one swim lane to another swim lane in the same
construction phase”;
For example, in the preliminary process map, all final inspection related activities were
moved upward to the Management Swim Lane, but still in the same construction phase,
because most of the interviewees deemed that the final inspection should be coordinated with
the management personnel in projects. Therefore, the researcher decided to change the
sequence of this activity.
4. D4: “Sequence changed from one swim lane to another swim lane, across the
different construction phases”.
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For example, during validation, no sequence changes across both phases and swim lanes.
This criterion is listed here only for reference as one item of decision making protocol.
E. Critical word/s in the activity changed
The name of an activity in preliminary construction process model was changed because of
one of the following reasons shown below with examples:
1. E1: “Critical word is changed in the activity name because the initial word does not
match the industry reality regarding the terminology”;
For example, the activity “Perform Quality Inspections” in Fire Protection Swim Lane was
changed to “Perform Fire Marshall Inspection” because in industry, people usually call fire
protection system inspection as Fire Marshall Inspection, not the initial activity name. It is an
inappropriate terminology for professional in the industry.
2. E2: “Critical word is changed in the activity name because the scope of work the
initial word describes is inaccurate”.
For example, the activity “Assemble HVAC components” was changed to “Assemble piping
and ductwork” because there is a slight different regarding the scope of work of HVAC
components. Piping and ductwork are more generic representatives than HVAC Components.
So changing the critical word narrows down the scope of work of the activity. In validation,
these types of changes were marked as E2 sequence change.
F. No Action Taken: “If changes are made in the activity is supported by only one
interviewee with no necessity to extend to all other AER projects, and then no action is taken
as it is project or personal experience specific and not generic”
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For example, as for HVAC Swim Lane, one of the interviewees recommended the researcher
to add the activity “Prepare Equipment Pads”. However, the researcher refused to adopt this
advice. Because prepare equipment pads is just one part of install HVAC equipment work.
There is no need to extend the scope of work and to change the level of detail of activities
just based specific feedback from one interviewee.
After Validation, there are 200 activities in the validated construction process model
comparing to the 198 activities in the preliminary process model. Due to the limited feedback
for all systems listed in the process map, the researcher just calculate the percentage and type
of changes for energy retrofit closely related systems and the integrative project delivery
approach related swim lane, such Integration Swim Lane, Management Swim Lane,
Plumbing Swim Lane, Fire Protection Swim Lane, Electrical Swim Lane and HVAC Swim
Lane. Five selected interviewees gave their feedback to all six major systems/services Swim
Lanes. The figure 5-5 shows the percentage and type of changes/actions taken to these six
swim lanes.
There are 122 actions that were taken in total, of which 32% are Activity Retained; 23% of
actions are adding new activity; 10.6% of actions are deleting activity; 8% of actions is about
changing activities’ sequence; 18% of actions are changing the representatives of activities;
and 8.4% of actions are taking no actions.
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A: Activity Retained 32%

B: New Activity Added 23%
C: Activity Deleted 10.6%
D: Sequence Changed 8%
E: Critical Word Changed 18%
F: No Action Taken 8.4%

Figure 5-5 Percentage and Type of Actions Taken in the Validation Analysis
After the interview data analysis, the final construction process model was updated based on
the decided actions listed in the right-most column in Appendix D. Many integrated attributes
were enhanced by adding connectors in the final process map that connect related systems.

5.4

Summary of Validation

This chapter explained the method of validating the Construction Phase of the IBPLM, along
with a detailed description of the process of interview data analysis by introducing an
analysis approach. The interview approach organized the collection of feedback from
industry experts. The spreadsheet developed for the interview comprehensively and
intuitively reflects the response from different interviewees, who gave their modification
opinions based on their working experience and knowledge. The feedback could not capture
all opinions for all systems listed because of the limited number of interviewees and the time
constraints of the interviews. Future validation could focus more widely on additional
systems, but the primary systems related to energy efficiency were validated in more detail.
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The refined version of the construction phase of the integrated building lifecycle process
model is presented in the following chapter.
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6. The Construction Phase of the Integrated Building Lifecycle Process
Model
The purpose of this chapter is to present the validated construction phase of the Integrated
Building Lifecycle Process Model (IBLPM) (Version 3.0) (see in Appendix C). All revisions
mentioned in Chapter 5 were made to the preliminary construction process model. Appendix
E explains the definitions of the nearly 200 activities in the final construction process model.

6.1. Structure Modifications in the Final Construction Process Model
According to the feedback from the selected interviewees, the researcher slightly altered the
titles of the construction process model. As for the final major construction phase in the
preliminary process model, “Commissioning and Inspection” was identified as too narrow in
scope as the final stage of a construction process. Most of the interviewees said it should also
include the project turnover stage as a final part of construction. Therefore, it was decided to
divide the final major phase, “Commissioning and Inspection” into two separate sub-phases:
“Commission and Inspect” and “Turnover”, thus the process map has extended scope. Figure
6-1 shows the titles of the final major phases, with the added sub-phases.

Figure 6-1 Subdivision of the Commissioning and Turn-over Phase
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6.2. Integrated Features Enhancement in the Final Construction Process
Model
Several important integrated feature enhancements were performed based upon the validation
process. During the interviews, the interviewees were asked to provide advices regarding
potential improvements for the integrated attributes of the construction process. In the
preliminary construction process model development stage, the researcher created the
construction process for various types of systems based on the literature review and case
study observations for a single project. Some crucial relationships regarding activities
dependency were not included in the original map due to the system focus, with some
limitation regarding project team collaboration. The interviewees provided valuable insights
to the researcher about how to add integrated attributes throughout the construction process.
Some examples of different aspects of enhanced map are presented:
The Integration Swim Lane contains the collaboration activities involving within least two
separate disciplines. Therefore, the researcher moved all collaborative activities to the
Integration Swim Lane. For instance, the activity “Clean and clear contained area and
coordinate with ACM testing agent” was linked to the Integration Swim Lane by having a
connector to the parallel gateway in the Integration Swim Lane (see in figure 6-2). In
addition, the activity “Perform Fire Marshall Inspection” involves the collaboration and
communication with the Fire Marshall. Hence, it was decided to connect this activity to the
Integration Swim Lane as well.
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Integration
Swim Lane

Management
Swim Lane

Parallel
Gateway

Enhanced
Integrated
Feature

Figure 6-2 Example of the Integrated Features Enhancement in the Integration Swim Lane
There is another type of team collaboration which outlined the general information exchange
requirement. The final process map includes this type of the integrated attributes as well. For
instance, the activity “Connect to equipment & units installed by other trades” in the
Electrical Swim Lane connects all the other activities required electric connections to the
corresponding system’s electrical panel board, such as the Fire Protection System, Lighting
System and the BAS system.
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Information exchanges regarding project budget, safety, quality and schedules, permits
obtaining and other required paperwork submittals and approvals, are performed between the
Management Swim Lane and other system swim lane. For example, the activity “Organize
and Coordinate Occupancy Inspections” requires the involvement of project management
people and people from different disciplines. Therefore, in the final version process map,
there is only one occupancy inspection activity located in the Management Swim Lane,
which originally in all other systems/services Swim Lanes.
The integrated features are enhanced by those types of process map modifications. The final
integrated construction process model could better serve as a standard processes for all other
renovation projects which are required in the integrative project delivery manner. It clearly
shows the critical information flows along with the activities processes. Additionally the
construction process model with enhanced integrated features could also serve as a
fundamental research for the future study on the detail information exchanges requirements
of the integrated construction processes.
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7. Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the development of the Construction Phase of the Integrated
Building Lifecycle Process Model (IBLPM). It includes explicit definitions of the primary
research contributions, along with identifying limitations inherent within the research
approach. Based upon this research, additional future research activities have also been
identified and defined.

7.1

Research Summary

As one part of a larger research initiative to develop the Integrated Building Lifecycle
Process Model (IBLPM), the goal of this research was to develop the Construction Phase of
the IBLPM at the building system level. The CP-IBLPM is targeting AER projects for
implementation in an integrative process. A four-step research methodology was defined to
achieve the research goals. This research began with site observations and a case study of a
renovation project in Philadelphia. Data related to the construction process was collected, and
then analyzed to develop the preliminary construction phase of the IBLPM. After threemonth’s of site observation, an extensive literature review was performed of previous
construction process models and the actual practices in the construction industry related to
the construction of different building systems. This enabled the development of the model of
the construction phase. The feedback from faculty members with the building construction
and design fields helped the researcher finalize the development of the preliminary process
by revising some clear errors in logic. The researcher then validated and modified the
preliminary process map through interviews with five experienced practitioners in industry.
A defined validation data analysis approach, developed by a team member who developed
the planning and design phase of the IBLPM, was employed to ensure that consistent
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decisions were made related to the potential modification of the process model based upon
data from the interviews After analyzing the modifications, the final improved version of the
integrated construction process model was completed. At the conclusion of this research, a
construction phase process model for the IBLPM was developed which contains 13
systems/services Swim Lanes along with the Integration and Management Swim Lane. It
includes 200 activities along with important integrated features presented by connectors and
gateways within the BPMN process map. The construction process model of the IBLPM
delineated an ideal integrated construction process based on the information from the
construction industry. It was validated and verified by professionals from different projects. It
is not a process model that developed for the Building 661 project which was adopted as an
initial case to study.
Definitions of each activity are also presented in Appendix E.

7.2

Contributions

There are three major contributions of this research.
7.2.1. Contribution to the Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Modeling

This research is different than other construction process models in several ways. First, it
outlines the construction processes conducted by disciplines at a system level. With the help
of BPMN and OmniClass Table 21, this research clearly documents the construction
processes for different building systems in a generic level of detail, which includes more
detailed than the Integrated Building Process Model (IBPM) developed by (Sanvido 1990),
yet in some cases, it includes less detail than some of the very detailed maps for isolated
processes which were presented in Chapter 3. It will be beneficial for researchers and
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building industry practitioners, who are interested in studying the construction process in an
appropriate level of detail with convenience for understanding. This process model is
developed to a level of detail which could be applied as a standard guide for construction
phase execution of the AER projects. The construction team could also use it as a
communication basis to discuss the construction activities. For instance, with the help of this
process model, it can assist the project team when developing construction phase schedules
by understanding the logic and activity dependency contained within the process model.
7.2.2. Contribution to Information Exchange Definitions for Standardization

The National BIM Standard (NBIMS) is aimed at providing standards that define important
information exchanges. While they have identified a number of information exchanges that
are related to construction, there is currently no organizing structure to define and document
the exchanges. This research can assist in identifying the core exchanges along with defining
the point(s) in the process where the exchanges can be used. This can enable the
prioritization of the exchanges and ensure that there is not duplication of standards. Even
though this research does not identify any detail information exchanges along the
construction process, it is a potential contribution to help researchers to locate the
information exchanges.
7.2.3. Contribution to the National Building Information Model Standard (NBIMS)

The National BIM Standard is aimed at providing standards through referencing existing
standards, documenting critical information exchanges and delivering the best industry
practices for the entire built environment by using a standardized format readable by all. This
research, however, did not identify any information exchanges along the construction process.
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It could serve as a fundamental study to open discussions of systematically identifying
critical information exchanges though the construction process. Besides, this research can
supplement the National Building Information Modeling Standard (NBIMS) by serving as
one important part of big picture map for the coordination of the IDM development. NBIMS
currently does not have a comprehensive location for illustrating and coordinating the
exchanges within a process. Therefore, this research developed a structure for mapping the
information exchange locations within the process.

7.3

Limitations

All research initiatives have limitations, and this study is no different. The following sections
discussion some of the limitations due to the methodology used.
1) Limited access to observe the AER projects
It is challenging and time-consuming to gain access to the AER projects during the process
model development stage and process model validation process. Therefore, the validate
process was limited to interviewing five practitioners from different disciplines having
different roles. Future activities could extend this validation process to ensure the accuracy of
the model content. It is also important to note that the goal was to document an integrative
process with an adequate level of detail to be a foundation for future, more detailed initiatives.
The future initiatives will hopefully perform the additional validation necessary to continue
to expand the model.
2) Limited number of interviewees that come from different types of project
The interviewees for this research were selected based upon the projects that they were
performing and access to the participants. There were 5 interviewees with limited experience
in the specific professional areas largely affect the accuracy of this process model.
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3) The integrated process model does not consider the impacts and constraints of the
project delivery method. It assumed that all the information or resources should be prepared
when it is requested without any legal or contractual constraint. This was intentionally done
since various delivery approaches would impose different constraints. These constraints may
alter activity flow and require the addition of delivery related tasks. This could be an area of
future research.

7.4

Future Research

This research provides a foundation for future research related to the integrative construction
process for the AER projects, and more broadly, commercial building projects. Future
research could continue the validation process by more selecting additional interviewees from
different projects having different roles. In addition, future research could compare this
process model with other process models to continue to refine the level of detail to represent
the construction process. Via adopting a new validation methods in the future, more
integrated features of the process model could be identified. It will help the industry
practitioners to better understand the integrative construction approach, thus improving the
project performance.
In addition, future studies could focus on the information exchanges in the construction
process for the AER projects. Understanding how information is exchanged within the
construction process can help to improve the overall delivery process and enable detailed
energy related simulation and planning activities to occur. The identified information
exchanges would be useful when developing future information exchange standards, which
are being pursued within the National Building Information Model Standard, as well as
within other initiatives, e.g., gbXML and CityGML.
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7.5

Final Recap

An integrated construction process indicates various places of interactions with different
stakeholders. The Construction Phase for IBLPM, a standardized construction process, can
facilitate a continuous improvement process for the integrated construction process that saves
a large amount of energy consumption for the AEC Industry.
While there is still work to be completed to make the CP- IBLPM more applicable, the work
conducted in this research provides a strong basis for future improvements, which will
strengthen this research and allow the researchers and practitioners who are interested in the
IBLPM to adopt it as they see better fit.
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Appendix A: Construction Phase of the Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Model-Version 1.0
Preliminary Construction Process Model: (See in next page)
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Appendix B: Construction Phase of the Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Model-Version 2.0
Preliminary Construction Process Model before Validation: (See in next page)
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Appendix C: Construction Phase of the Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Model-Version 3.0
Final Construction Process Model after Validation: (See in next page)
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Owner For Change
Resolution

Conduct Coordination
With Engineer For Detail
Issue Resolution

Organize And
Coordinate
Occupancy
Inspections

Conduct Training
Of Maintenance
For MEP

Conduct Coordination
For Resolution To
Commissioning Issues

Turnover

END

Make
Construction
Execution Plan

Prepare
Construction
Safety Plan

Continued from
Design Phase

Start

Prepare
Construction
Quality
Management Plan

No

Update Project
Budeget
Obtain
Construction
Permits

Obtain Necessary
Tools and
Equipment

Deliver Tools and
Equipment to the
Jobsite

Monitor
Construction
Safety

Set-up Jobsite
Offices

Update Project
Schedules

Monitor
Construction
Budget

Monitor
Construction
Quality

Monitor
Construction
Schedules

Submit O&M
Documentation
Structure

Yes

Perform Survey
And Layout For
Abatement And
Demolition

Submit Required
Abatement
Notifications

Shut Off Existing
Systems To Make
Safe

Set-up Abatement

Establish
Containment

Set-up Temporary
Shoring and
Protection

Perform Air And
Environmental
Monitor

Remove
Containing
Material & Waste
Material

Perform
Demolition

Clean And Clear
Contained Area And
Coordinate With Testing
Agent

Dispose And
Recycle Materials

Perform Quality
Inspections

Remove
Temporary
Equipment and
Facilities

No

Rework required?

Document As-built
Abatement &
Demolition
Conditions

Sitework

Conduct Survey
and Layout for
Sitework

Connect
Temporary
Services

Install Clearing,
Grubbing, and
Grading

Conduct Site
Construction

Install
Landscaping

Perform Quality
Inspections

Document As-built
Sitework
Conditions

Conduct Sitework
Maintenance

No

Rework required?

Structural

Yes

21-01 00 00
Substructure

Order Structural
Components

Obtain Materials
and Prefabricated
Components

Produce Structural
Materials

Construct
Temporary
Structures and
Systems

Conduct Survey
and Layout for
Structure

Erect and Place
Substructure
Elements

Excavate for
Substructure

Perform Quality
Inspections and
Receive Testing
Agency Sign Off

Erect Structuree

Document As-built
Structural
Conditions

No

Rework required?

Yes

Shell

Order Shell
Components

Construct
Temporary
Structures and
Components

Deliver Shell
Materials and
Components

Produce Shell
Components

Install Exterior
Enclosure
Appurtenances

Construct Exterior
Walls

Construct Floors

21-02 00 00
Shell

Construct Roof
Structure

Perform Quality
Inspections
Construct Exterior
Doors and
Windows

Construct Stairs

Document As-built
Shell System
Conditions

No

Rework required?

Construct Exterior
Horizontal
Enclosure

21-04 50 Electrical

21-04 00 00
Services

21-04 40
Fire Protection

21-04 30
HVAC

21-04 20
Plumbing

21-04 10
Conveying

Interior

Yes

21-03 00 00
Interiors

Construct
Temporary
Interiors
Components

Deliver Interiors
Components to
the Jobsite
Order Interiors
Components

Construct Interior
Partitions

Produce Interiors
Components

Construct Other
Interior Specialties
Store Interiors
Components and
Materials Properly
on the Jobsite

Prepare
Temporary
Services and
Utilities

Construct Interior
Finishes

Perform Quality
Inspections

Document As-built
Interiors
Conditions

No

Rework required?

Construct Interior
Windows and
Doors

Conduct Concrete
Work
Order Conveying
Materials and
Components

Deliver and Store
Materials and
Components
Properly

Produce Conveyor
Components

Stage Conveying
System
Installation
Equipment

Prepare
Appropriate
Power Supply

Place Conveyor
System Ancillary
Facilities

Install Other
Conveying System
Components

Install Electrical
and Hydraulic
Hookups

Install Accessory
Equipment

Test and Adjust
the Equipment

Perform Quality
Inspections

Order HVAC
Distribution
Components And
Equipment

Order Fire
Protection
Materials and
Equipment

Produce Plumbing
Components and
Assemble

Fabricate
Components and
Produce
Equipment

Produce Fire
Protection
Materials and
Equipment

Prioritize Deliver
Dates for
Materials and
Equipment

Deliver Plumbing
Materials to the
Site and Store
Properly

Determine Materials and
Equipment Meet Design
Requirements

Prioritize Deliver
Dates for
Materials and
Equipment

Deliver HVAC
Components and
Equipment to the
Jobsite

Determine Materials and
Equipment Meet Design
Requirements

Conduct Survey
and Layout for
Plumbing

Conduct Survey
and Layout for
HVAC

Construct
Temporary
Plumbing
Components

Stage HVAC
Components and
Equipment

Perform Plumbing
Rough-in

Perform HVAC
Rough-in

Install Hangers
and Supports

Deliver Fire
Protection Materials
and Equipment to
the Jobsite

Document As-built
Conveying System
Conditions

Rework required?

Erect Hoist Way

Order Plumbing
Components

Commission the
Conveying System

Assemble Piping
and Ductwork

Test Trunk and
Distribution line

Conduct Noleakage Test

Install HVAC
Equipment

Install Main Fire
Suppression and
Sprinkler System

Install Plumbing
Fixtures

Install and Test
HVAC Control
Wiring and
Connections

Test Plumbing
Connections

Commission the
Plumbing System

Install Auto
Temperature
Control

Perform
Equipment Startup

Install Fire
Protection
Specialties

Install Fire Alarm
System

Perform HVAC
Functional Check

Test and Balance
HVAC System

Perform Fire
Marshall
Inspection

Perform
Functional Test

Commission the
HVAC System

Commission the
Fire Alarm System

Document As-built
Plumbing
Conditions

Document As-built
HVAC Conditions

Document As-built
Fire Protection
Conditions

Order Power
Generation Units
Produce Electrical
Components And
Materials

Deliver Ordered
Components and
Materials to the
Jobsite

Install Power
Distribution Mains

Install Branch
Circuit
Distribution
System

Install Emergency
Power System

Install Electrical
Grounding System

Perform In-wall
Inspection

Install Equipment
Electrical
Protection System

Connect to
Equipment and
Units Installed by
Other Trades

Commission the
Electrical System

Document As-built
Electrical
Conditions

Order Electrical
Distribution
Components

Equip. &
Furnishings

21-04 50 40 - Lighting

Equipment ,Furnishings

21-04 60, 21-04 70 & 21-04 80 Comm.,
Safety, Automation

21-04 50 - Electrical

Yes

21-05 00 00

Submit O&M
Documentations
For Approval

Approved?
Update Site
Utilization Plan

Yes

21-07 00 00
Sitework

Yes

Order Lighting
System
Components

Produce Lighting
System
Components

Deliver Lighting
System
Components To
The Jobsite

Install Branching
Wiring for Lighting

Install Lighting
Fixtures And
Lamps

Install Lighting
Control

Perform Quality
Inspections

No

Test Daylighting
Control

Commission the
Lighting System

Document As-built
Lighting System
Conditions

Rework required?

Yes

Order
Communication,
BAS and Safety
Components

Order Equipment
And Furnishings

Produce
Communication,
BAS and Safety
Components

Produce
Equipment and
Furnishings

Deliver Communication,
BAS and Safety
Components to the
Jobsite

Deliver Equipment
and Furnishings to
the Jobsite

Install Building
Communication
Components

Install BAS System
Components

Install Electronic
Safety And
Security
Components

Connect BAS
Components With
Facilities

Commission Building
Communication,
Safety, BAS System

Perform Quality
Inspections

Rework required?

Install Ordered
Equipment And
Furnishings

Document As-built
Communication/
Safety/BAS
Conditions

Document As-built
Equipment And
Furnishings
Conditions

Appendix D: Validation Analysis Spreadsheet
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Preliminary Process Model
Activities

South Hall-Nick

Reason for Change (if any)

South Frear-Scott

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Neveinn

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Craig

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Ray Sowers

Reason for Change (if any)

Action Taken

Category

Comments/Justification

Final Activity

Integration:
Have fabrication-level design
model and documents

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity being crucial in the
integrated delivery approach
projects

Preconstruction Coordination
between trades

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Perform Preconstruction
Coordination between trades
in at least 50% of projects

Perform project general layout

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Perform project general layout
in all projects

Critical word changed

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Critical word changed

E2

The initial activity's scope is
too narrow to include all
activities occur in that stage

monitor and resolve issues with
submittals/shop drawing progress

Activity was deemed as
imporant regarding
retrofit/management aspects

Perform Value Engineering
Analysis

Have fabrication-level design
model and documents

Management:
Review Construction
Documents

Process, monitor and resolve
issues with submittals/shop
drawing progress

Perform Value Engineering
Analysis

Activity Added

Activity Added

B2

Prepare Construction safety
plan

Activity Added

Activity Added

B1,B2

Activity was deemed as value
adding activity and with
Prepare Construction safety plan
importance of management
related activity

Prepare construction quality
Activity Added
management plan

Activity Added

B1,B2

Activity was deemed as value
adding activity and with
Prepare construction quality
management plan
importance of management
related activity

Activity Added

Activity Added

B1,B2

Activity was deemed as value
adding activity and with
Prepare Site Utilization Plan
importance of management
related activity

Prepare Site Utilization Plan Activity Added

Obtain Permits

Finalize permits obtaining
process

Prepare Site Utilization Plan

Critical word changed

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Critical word changed

E1

In practice, permits
obtainining process starts very
Finalize permits obtaining process
early even from the design
implementation phase

Collect existing resources

_

Activity deleted

_

Activity deleted

_

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

_

Activity deleted

Activity deleted

C2

Unnecessary actiivty

Make construction execution
plan

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Make construction execution plan
in all projects

Sequence changed

=

Activity Retained

Update construction safety
plan

Critical word changed

=

Activity Retained

Sequence Changed, Activity Added

D2, B1

Move the existing activity to
preconstruction phase; Create
Prepare construction safety plan
updating activity for the initial
activity

=

Activity Retained

Sequence Changed, Activity Added

D2, B2

Move the existing activity to
preconstruction phase; Create Prepare construction quality
updating activity for the initial management plan
activity

Prepare construction safety
plan

= Move to Prec

Sequence Changed

Prepare construction quality
management plan

= Move to Prec

Sequence Changed

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Update construction quality
mgnt plan

Critical word changed

Prepare project budget

= Move to Prec

Sequence Changed

_

Activity deleted

_

Activity deleted

Update project budget

Critical word changed

Update Project Budeget

Activity Added

= Move to Prec

Sequence Changed

Update project schedules

= Move to Prec in Intg

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Update site utilization plan

Activity Retained

Activity Added

_

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

Update site utilization plan Activity Added

Activity deleted

C2

Unnecessary actiivty

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value
Update Project Budeget
adding activity

Activity Retained

A2

Activity was deemed to occur
Update project schedules
in most of the projects

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value
Update site utilization plan
adding activity

Execute contracts for general
conditions

Activity Added

Activity Added

B2

Activity was deemed with
importance of management
realted perspectives

Execute contracts for general
conditions

Moblize CM and main subs
on site for pre-task
coordination

Activity Added

Activity Added

B2

Activity was deemed with
importance of management
realted perspectives

Moblize CM and main subs on site
for pre-task coordination

Monitor construction safety

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Monitor construction safety
in all projects

Monitor construction budget

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Monitor construction budget
in all projects

Preliminary Process Model
Activities

South Hall-Nick

Reason for Change (if any)

South Frear-Scott

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Neveinn

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Craig

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Ray Sowers

Reason for Change (if any)

Action Taken

Category

Comments/Justification

Final Activity

Monitor construction quality

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Monitor construction quality
in all projects

Monitor and update
construction schedules

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Monitor and update construction
schedules
in all projects

Activity Added

Activity Added

B2

Activity was deemed with
importance of management
related perspectives

Conduct trainning of
maintenance for MEP

Turnover

Conduct trainning of maintenance
for MEP

Conduct coordination with
engineer for detail issue
resolution

Activity Added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value Conduct coordination with
engineer for detail issue resolution
adding activity

Conduct coordination with
owner for change order
resolution

Activity Added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value Conduct coordination with owner
for change order resolution
adding activity

Coordinate substantial
completion inspections(with
the state)

Activity Added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value Coordinate substantial completion
inspections(with the state)
adding activity

Conduct coordination for
resolution to commissioning
issues

Activity Added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value Conduct coordination for
resolution to commissioning issues
adding activity

Commissionand Turnover

Sequence Changed (Change the
phase title)

Activity Added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value
Submit File Structure
adding activity

Collect comments from Arch
Activity Added
and Owner

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value Collect comments from Arch and
Owner
adding activity

Revise file structure

Activity Added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value
Revise file structure
adding activity

Submit for approval

Activity Added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value
Submit for approval
adding activity

Question---Complete?

Activity Added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value
Add gateway
adding activity

Sequence Changed (at the end)

D1

Activity sequence was
changed within the same
phase and same swim lane

=

Activity Retained

=

Sequence Changed (at the
end)

Activity Retained

Submit File Structure

=

Activity Retained

Turnover

Abatement Demolistion

Perform survey and layout

Activity added

Submit required notifications Activity added

Perform survey and layout

Activity added

Perform survey and layout

Submit required
notifications

Activity added

Submit required notifications Activity added

Activity added

Perform survey and layout

Activity added

Submit required notifications Activity added

Perform survey and layout

Activity added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value
Perform survey and layout
adding activity

Submit required notifications

Activity added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value
Submit required notifications
adding activity

Prepare abatement and
demolition tools & equipment

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A2

Activity was deemed to occur Prepare abatement and demolition
tools & equipment
in at least 50% of projects

Deliver procured tools &
equipment to jobsite

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A2

Activity was deemed to occur Deliver procured tools &
equipment to jobsite
in at least 50% of projects

Cut cap to make safe

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Cut cap to make safe
in all projects

Set-up Abatement

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Sequence changed

Sequence changed

D1

Activity sequence was
changed within the same
phase and same swim lane

Establish Containment

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Establish Containment
in all projects

Make Demolition plan

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Make Demolition plan
in all projects

Set-up Temporary services &
shoring & protection

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Set-up Temporary services &
shoring & protection
in all projects

= Move seperately right after
cut cap

Set-up Abatement

Preliminary Process Model
Activities

South Hall-Nick

Install the Protection of
adjacent structures

=

Perform Air and
environmental monitor

Reason for Change (if any)

South Frear-Scott

_

Activity Retained

Activity added

Perform Air and
environmental monitor

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Neveinn

_

Activity deleted

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Craig

_

Activity deleted

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Ray Sowers

=

Activity deleted

Reason for Change (if any)

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value Perform Air and environmental
monitor
adding activity

Activity deleted

Activity Retained

A2

Activity was deemed to occur Remove Containing Material &
Waste material
in at least 50% of projects

Critical word changed

Critical word changed

E2

The scope of work is
inaccurate

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Dispose and recycle materials
in all projects

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Perform Mechanical demolition

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Dispose and recycle materials

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

1. Sequcen changed 2. Coordinate
with ACM testing agent

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

1. Sequcen changed 2. Coordinate
with ACM testing agent

=

Activity Retained

Critical word changed ,Sequence
Changed

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

Clean and clear contained area

Clean and clear contained
area and coordinate with
ACM testing agent

Clean and clear contained
area and coordinate with
ACM testing agent

E2, D3

Scope of work changed and
move activity to integration
swimlane within the same
construction phase

Perform Demolition

Clean and clear contained area and
coordinate with ACM testing agent

Activity was deemed to occur
Perform Quality Inspections
in all projects

Perform Quality Inspections

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Perform abatement and
demolition inspections

_

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Activity added

Tear Down

Activity added

Tear Down

Activity added

Tear Down

Activity added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value
Tear Down
adding activity

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Document as-built abatement &
demolition conditions
in all projects

Tear Down

Document as-built abatement
& demolition conditions

Activity added

=

Activity Retained

Tear Down

=
Recocile with survey for
pricing

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

1. Activity added 2. Sequence
change to Mgnt

=

Activity Retained

=

Final Activity

Unnecessary actiivty

=

Perform Demolition

Comments/Justification

C2

Remove Containing Material
& Waste material

_

Category

Activity Deleted

Activity Retained

Perform Air and environmental
Activity added
monitor

Activity added

Action Taken

=

Activity Retained

=

A1

E1,D3

Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

Sitework
Procure tools &
equipmentProcure tools &
equipment

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Procure tools & equipmentProcure
tools & equipment
in all projects

Deliver tools & equipment to
site

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Deliver tools & equipment to site
in all projects

Conduct survey & layout for
sitework

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Conduct survey & layout for
sitework
in all projects

Connect temporary services

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Connect temporary services
in all projects

Install site arrangement
components

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Install site arrangement
components
in all projects

Install Clearing, grubbing, and
grading

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Install Clearing, grubbing, and
grading
in all projects

Conduct site construction

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Conduct site construction
in all projects

Install landscaping

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Install landscaping
in all projects

= Move to Prec

Sequence Changed

Sequence changed

D3

Move the activity to the mgnt
Set-up job trailers
swim lane within same phase

Perform Quality Inspections

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Perform Quality Inspections
in all projects

MaintenanceConduct Sitework

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
MaintenanceConduct Sitework
in all projects

Perform Final siteworks
inspections

=

Activity Retained

E1,D3

Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

Document as-built siteworks
conditions

=

Activity Retained

Order structural components

=

Activity Retained

=

Procure tools & equipment

=

Activity Retained

=

Set-up job trailers

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Document as-built siteworks
conditions
in all projects

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Order structural components
in all projects

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Procure tools & equipment
in all projects

Structural

Preliminary Process Model
Activities

South Hall-Nick

Reason for Change (if any)

South Frear-Scott

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Neveinn

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Craig

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Ray Sowers

Reason for Change (if any)

Action Taken

Category

Comments/Justification

Final Activity

Produce structural materials

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Produce structural materials
in all projects

Obtain materials and
profabricated components

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Obtain materials and profabricated
components
in all projects

Conduct survey and layout for
substructure

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Conduct survey and layout for
substructure
in all projects

Construct temporary
structures and systems

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Construct temporary structures and
systems
in all projects

Perform preconstruction
quality check

=

Activity Retained

_

Activity Deleted

Activity Deleted

C2

Unnecessary actiivty

Perform preconstruction quality
check

Excavate for substructure

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Excavate for substructure

Excavate for substructure

Erect and place substructure
elements

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Erect and place substructure elements

Erect and place substructure
elements

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Erect structuree
in all projects

= Move parrallel with
(excavate-erect)

Sequence changed

Critical words changed

E2

Inaccurate scope of work

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Erect structuree

Erect superstructure

Critical words changed

Perform Quality Inspections

Perform quality inspections
and receive testing agency
sign off

Critical words changed

Perform Final Substructure
inspections

Perform structure inspection

Critical words changed

Document as-built
substructure conditions

Document as-built structure
conditions

Critical words changed

=

Activity Retained

Critical words changed

E2

Inaccurate scope of work

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

E1,D3

Perform quality inspections and
receive testing agency sign off

Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

Document as-built structure
conditions

Shell
Order shell components

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Order shell components
in all projects

Produce shell components

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Produce shell components
in all projects

Deliver shell materials and
components

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Deliver shell materials and
components
in all projects

Construct temporary
structures and components

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Construct temporary structures and
components
in all projects

Construct floors

= Move to "after erect and
place substructure elements"

Sequence changed

= Move to "after erect and
place substructure elements"

Sequence changed

Activity Retained

A3

Omni Class Classification

Construct floors

Construct stairs

= Move to "after erect and
place substructure elements"

Sequence changed

= Move to "after erect and
place substructure elements"

Sequence changed

Activity Retained

A3

Omni Class Classification

Construct stairs

Construct Roof structure

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Construct Roof structure
in all projects

Construct Exterior walls

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Construct Exterior walls
in all projects

Construct exterior doors and
windows

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Construct exterior doors and
windows
in all projects

Install Exterior enclosure
appurtenances

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Install Exterior enclosure
appurtenances
in all projects

Construct Exterior Horizontal
enclosure

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Construct Exterior Horizontal
enclosure
in all projects

Perform Quality Inspections

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Perform Quality Inspections
in all projects

Perform Final shell inspections

=

Activity Retained

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Document as-built shell system
conditions

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

=

E1,D3

Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Document as-built shell system
conditions
in all projects

Interiors
Order Interiors components

Order Interiors components

Preliminary Process Model
Activities

South Hall-Nick

Reason for Change (if any)

South Frear-Scott

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Neveinn

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Craig

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Ray Sowers

Reason for Change (if any)

Action Taken

Category

Comments/Justification

Final Activity

Produce interiors components

Produce interiors components

Deliver interiors components to
the site

Deliver interiors components to the
site

Store interiors components &
materials properly on site

Store interiors components &
materials properly on site

Construct temporary interiors
components

Construct temporary interiors
components

Prepare temporary services &
utilities

Prepare temporary services &
utilities

Construct Interior partitions

Construct Interior partitions

Construct Interior windows
and doors

Construct Interior windows and
doors

Construct Other interior
specilities

Construct Other interior specilities

Construct Interior Finishes

Construct Interior Finishes

Perform Quality Inspections

Perform Quality Inspections

Perform Final interiors
inspections

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

E1,D3

Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

Document as-built Interiors
conditions

Document as-built Interiors
conditions

conveying
Order conveying materials and
components

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Order conveying materials and
components
in all projects

Produce conveyor components

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Produce conveyor components
in all projects

Deliver and store all materials
& components properly

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Deliver and store all materials &
components properly
in all projects

Prepare appropriate power
supply

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Prepare appropriate power supply
in all projects

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
in all projects

Connect to structural

Construct pathway to the shaft

Construct pathway to the shaft

Arrange equipments

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Arrange equipments
in all projects

Conduct Concrete work

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Conduct Concrete work
in all projects

Erect hoist way

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Erect hoist way
in all projects

Place conveyor system
ancillary facilities

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Place conveyor system ancillary
facilities
in all projects

Install other conveying system
components

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Install other conveying system
components
in all projects

Install accessory equipment
equipment

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Install accessory equipment
equipment
in all projects

Install Electrical and Hydraulic
hookups

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Install Electrical and Hydraulic
hookups
in all projects

Test and adjust the
equipmentTest

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Test and adjust the equipmentTest
in all projects

Perform Quality Inspections

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Perform Quality Inspections
in all projects

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform the conveying system
inspections

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

E1,D3

Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

Preliminary Process Model
Activities

South Hall-Nick

Reason for Change (if any)

South Frear-Scott

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Neveinn

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Craig

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Ray Sowers

Reason for Change (if any)

Action Taken

Category

Comments/Justification

Final Activity

Commission the conveying
system

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Commission the conveying system
in all projects

Document as-built conveying
system conditions

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Document as-built conveying
system conditions
in all projects

Plumbing:

Order plumbing materials and
equipment

Determin materials and
equipment meet design
requirements

Activity Added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value Determin materials and equipment
meet design requirements
adding activity

Prioritize deliver dates for
materials and equipiment

Activity Added (Coordinate
with Site utilization and
schedule )

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value Prioritize deliver dates for
materials and equipiment
adding activity

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Order plumbing materials and
equipment
in all projects

Produce plumbing materials
and assemble

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Produce plumbing materials and
assemble
in all projects

Deliver plumbing materials to
the site and store properly

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Deliver plumbing materials to the
site and store properly
in all projects

Perfore plumbing survey and Activity added (in Construction
prep)
layout

=

Activity Retained

Identify plumbing tools and
equipment

Critical word changed

=

Activity Retained

Reroute existing plumbing
system?

Activity added

Prepare plumbing tools and
equipment

=Connect to cut cup for safe

Activity Added (Add
connector)

Identify plumbing tools and
equipment

Critical word changed

=Connect to cut cup for safe Activity Added (Add connector)

=

Activity Retained

=Connect to cut cup for safe

=

Activity Added (Add connector)

Activity Retained

Connector Added

Critical word changed

E1

Inappropriate Wording

No Action Taken

F

Only one interviewee's
opinion

Identify plumbing tools and
equipment

Construct temporary plumbing
components

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Construct temporary plumbing
components
in all projects

Bring the domestic water and
sewer

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

_

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity deleted

C2

Unnecessary actiivty

Perform Plumbing
underground rough-in(site
plumbing)

=

Activity Retained

Perform plumbinig rough in
Critical word changed
and required sitework

Perform plumbinig rough in
and required sitework

Critical word changed

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Critical word changed

E2

Inappropriate scope of work

Perform plumbinig rough in and
required sitework

Critical word changed

Test trunk and distribution
line

Test trunk and distribution
line

Critical word changed

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Critical word changed

E2

Inappropriate scope of work

Test trunk and distribution line

Test Trunk line

Test trunk and distribution
line

Critical word changed

Install hangers, supports, and
inserts

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

_

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity deleted

C1

Redundant activity to
"plumbing rough-in"

Install water distribution line

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

_

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity deleted

C1

Redundant activity to
"plumbing rough-in"

install sanitary drainage line

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

_

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity deleted

C1

Redundant activity to
"plumbing rough-in"

Install Building support
plumbing systems

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

_

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity deleted

C1

Redundant activity to
"plumbing rough-in"

Install plumbing support
systems

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

_

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity deleted

C1

Redundant activity to
"plumbing rough-in"

Activity added

B1

Activity was deemed as value
Install plumbing fixtures
adding activity

Install plumbing fixtures

Activity added

Test plumbing connections

Critical word changed

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Critical word changed

E1

Inappropriate Wording

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity deleted

C1

Redundant activity to "test
plumbing connections"

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Test and adjust the equipment

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Perform Quality Inspections

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Inspect plumbing systems

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Commission the plumbing
system

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Commission the plumbing system
in all projects

Document as-built Plumbing
conditions

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Document as-built Plumbing
conditions
in all projects

_
Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

E1,D3

Test plumbing connections

Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

HVAC

Determin materials and
equipment meet design
requirements

Activity Added

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value Determin materials and equipment
meet design requirements
adding activity

Prioritize deliver dates for
materials and equipiment

Activity Added (Coordinate
with Site utilization and
schedule )

Activity Added

B1

Activity was deemed as value Prioritize deliver dates for
materials and equipiment
adding activity

Preliminary Process Model
Activities

South Hall-Nick

Order HVAC components and
equipment

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Order temporary HVAC
equipment

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Fabricate HVAC components
and accessories

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Deliver HVAC components and
euqipment

=

Activity Retained

=

Conduct survey and layout for
HVAC

=

Activity Retained

Stage HVAC components and
equipment

=

Activity Retained

Perform HVAC underground
rough-in

=

Activity Retained

Perform HVAC rough in
and required sitework

Install component supports

=

Activity Retained

Assemble HVAC components

=

Activity Retained

Install forced-air duct system

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

_

Activity deleted

Install prefabricated pipes

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

_

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

Install other supplemental
system

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

_

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

Reason for Change (if any)

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Ray Sowers

Order HVAC distribution
components

1.Sequence changed 2. Critical
word changed

=

Activity Retained

Critical Word Changed

E2

Inaccurate scope of work

Order HVAC distribution
components

Activity Retained

Order HVAC Equipment

1.Sequence changed 2. Critical
word changed

=

Activity Retained

Critical Word Changed

E3

Inaccurate scope of work

Order HVAC Equipment

=

Activity Retained

Fabricate components and
produce equipment

1.Sequence changed 2. Critical
word changed

=

Activity Retained

Critical Word Changed

E2

Inaccurate scope of work

Fabricate components and produce
equipment

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Deliver HVAC components and
euqipment
in all projects

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Sequence changed

=

Activity Retained

Sequence changed

D2

Move before deliver

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Stage HVAC components and
equipment
in all projects

Perform HVAC rough in and
Critical words changed
required sitework

=

Activity Retained

_

Activity deleted

Critical words changed

E2

Inaccurate scope of work

Perform HVAC rough in and
required sitework

Install hangers and supports Critical words changed

Install hangers and supports

Critical words changed

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Critical words changed

E2

Inaccurate scope of work

Install hangers and supports

Install HVAC components Critical words changed

Assemble piping and
ductwork

Critical words changed

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Critical words changed

E2

Inaccurate scope of work

Assemble piping and ductwork

Sequence changed

Activity deleted

C1

Redundant with the activity
"HVAC Rough in"

=

Activity Retained

Activity deleted

C1

Redundant with the activity
"HVAC Rough in"

=

Activity Retained

Activity deleted

C1

Redundant with the activity
"HVAC Rough in"

South Frear-Scott

Reason for Change (if any)

Critical words changed

OPP-Neveinn

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Craig

=
= Move before deliver

Install distribution systems

Prepare equipment pads

Conduct no-leakage test

Install HVAC equipment

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Critical word changed

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Install and test HVAC controll
Critical words changed
wiring and connections

=

Activity Retained

= parralle to previous

Sequence changed

= parralle to previous

=

Activity Retained
(Coordinate with BAS)

Activity added(Before TAB)

Perform equipment start-up

Activity added(Before TAB)

=

Activity Retained

Perform HVAC Functional
Critical words changed
Check

= Move to construction phase
after auto tem control

Sequence changed

= Move to construction
phase after auto tem control

Sequence changed

Inspect HVAC systems Rework

=

Activity Retained

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Commission the HVAC system

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Document as-built HVAC
conditions

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Order fire protection materials
and equipment

=

Activity Retained

=

Produce fire protection
materials and equipment

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

Install Auto Temperature
Control

=

Activity Retained

Perform equipment start-up

Perform Quality Inspections

Test and balance HVAC
system

=

Perform HVAC Functional
Check

=

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

Sequence changed

Critical words changed

Perform HVAC Functional
Check

Activity Retained

= Move to construction phase
Sequence changed
after auto tem control

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

Critical words changed

=

= parralle to previous

Category

Comments/Justification

Final Activity

Conduct survey and layout for
HVAC

F

Only one interviewee's
opinion

Activity added

B1

value adding activity

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Install HVAC equipment
in all projects

No Action Taken

F

Only one interviewee's
opinion which is a repetetive
work with no leak test

Activity Retained

Critical words changed

E2

Inaccurate scope of work

Install and test HVAC controll
wiring and connections

Sequence changed

Sequence changed

D1

parralle to previous

Install Auto Temperature Control

Activity added

B1

value adding activity added
before TAB

Perform equipment start-up

Activity Retained

Activity Added

Activity Retained

=

=

Action Taken

No Action Taken

Activity Added

Activity added

Perform air pressure test

Install HVAC controlls wiring
and components

= Move after install HVAC
equipment

Reason for Change (if any)

Conduct no-leakage test

=

Activity Retained

Critical words changed

E1

Inappropriate Terminology

Perform HVAC Functional Check

=

Activity Retained

Sequence changed

D1

Move to construction phase

Test and balance HVAC system

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

E1,D3

Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Commission the HVAC system
in all projects

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Document as-built HVAC
conditions
in all projects

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Order fire protection materials and
equipment
in all projects

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Produce fire protection materials
and equipment
in all projects

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Deliver fire protection materials
and equipment
in all projects

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

Fire Protections

Deliver fire protection
materials and equipment

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Preliminary Process Model
Activities

Construct temporary fireprotection structure &
materials

South Hall-Nick

=

Reason for Change (if any)

South Frear-Scott

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Neveinn

Activity Retained

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Craig

Reason for Change (if any)

Action Taken

Category

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity deleted

C2

Unnecessary activity

Activity deleted

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity deleted

C1

Never for a retrofit project

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Critical Word Changed

E2

Inaccurate scope of work

Install Main Fire Suppression and
Sprinkler System

Activity Added

B1

For all projects value adding
activity(Test connection)

Perform Prefunctional Test

OPP-Ray Sowers

Reason for Change (if any)

Comments/Justification

Final Activity

—
Bring the fire line pipe

=

Activity Retained

—
Install main fire suppression
system

=

Install Main Fire Suppression
Critical Word Changed
and Sprinkler System

Activity Retained

Prefunctional Test

Apply fire suppression
materials/products

=

Activity Retained

Install fire alarm system

=

Activity Retained

= Move to Shell and Structure Sequence Changed

=

Prefunctional Test

Install fire protection
specialties

=

Activity Added

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Apply fire suppression
materials/products
in all projects

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Install fire alarm system
in all projects

No Action Taken

F

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Install fire protection specialties
in all projects

Activity Added

B1

For all projects value adding
activity

Perform functional Test

Activity Retained

Critical Word Changed

E1

Inappropriate department to do the
inspection

Perform Fire Marshall
Inspection

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Activity Added

Activity Retained

Functional Test

Activity Added

=

Perform pressure test

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Added

Perform Quality Inspections

=

Activity Retained

Fire Marshall Inspection

Critical Word Changed

Inspect fire protection systems

=

Activity Retained

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Commission the Fire Alarm
system

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Commission the Fire Alarm system
in all projects

Document as-built fire
protection conditions

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Document as-built fire protection
conditions
in all projects

Order power generation units

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Order power generation units
in all projects

Order electrical distribution
components

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Order electrical distribution
components
in all projects

Obtain necessary tools and
equipment

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Obtain necessary tools and
equipment
in all projects

Produce electrical components
& materials

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Produce electrical components &
materials
in all projects

Deliver ordered components &
materials

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Deliver ordered components &
materials
in all projects

Construct temporary electrical
materials on site

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Construct temporary electrical
materials on site
in all projects

Install power distribution
system

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Critical Word Changed

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Critical Word Changed

E1

Inaccurate Terminology

Install branch circuit
distribution system

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Install branch circuit distribution
system
in all projects

Install emergency power
system

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Install emergency power system
in all projects

Install electrical grounding
system

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Critical Word Changed

=

Activity Retained

Critical Word Changed

Critical Word Changed

E1

Inaccurate Terminology

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

Activity Retained

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

=

Only one interviewee's
opinion which is a repetetive
work with no leak test

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

E1,D3

Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

Electrical

Install Power Distribution
Mains

Install Building Grounding
System

Install Building Grounding
System

Install Power Distribution Mains

Install electrical grounding system

Preliminary Process Model
Activities

South Hall-Nick

Reason for Change (if any)

South Frear-Scott

=

Reason for Change (if any)

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Install miscellaneous electrical
systems

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Install Electrical Protection
System

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Connect to equipment & units
installed by other trades

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Perform Quality Inspections

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

OPP-Neveinn

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Craig

Reason for Change (if any)

Comments/Justification

Final Activity

For all projects value adding
activity

Perform In-wall Inspection

=

Activity Retained

Activity Added

B1

For all projects value adding
activity

Rework?

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Install miscellaneous electrical
systems
in all projects

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Critical Word Changed

E1

Inaccurate Terminology

Install Equipment Electrical
Protection System

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
in all projects

Connect to equipment & units installed
by other trades

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

C1

Redundant activity with final
inspection

Activity Retained

Rework?

Activity Added

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

=

Critical Word Changed

Activity Retained

Activity deleted

Category

B1

=

=

Action Taken

Activity Added

Activity Added

Install Equipment Electrical
Protection System

Reason for Change (if any)

Activity Added

Perform In-wall Inspection

=

OPP-Ray Sowers

Perform In-wall Inspection

Activity deleted

—
Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Commission the Fire Alarm system
in all projects

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Document as-built electrical
conditions
in all projects

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Order lighting system components
in all projects

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Produce lighting system
components
in all projects

Deliver Lighting system
components

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Deliver Lighting system
components
in all projects

Construct temporary materials
on site

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Construct temporary materials on
site
in all projects

Install branching wiring for
lighting

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Install branching wiring for
lighting
in all projects

lampsInstall Lighting fixtures
and lamps

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur lampsInstall Lighting fixtures and
lamps
in all projects

Install lighting control

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Install lighting control
in all projects

Perform Quality Inspections

=

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur
Perform Quality Inspections
in all projects

Perform Lighting system final
inspection

=

Activity Retained

Perform Electrical Final
Inspections

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Commission the Fire Alarm
system

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Document as-built electrical
conditions

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

=

Activity Retained

Order lighting system
components

=

Produce lighting system
components

E1,D3

Lighting

Perform Daylighting Control

Document as-built Lighting
system conditions

Test daylighting control

=

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

E1,D3

Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

Critical word changed

Critical Word Changed

E1

Inaccurate Terminology

Activity Retained

Activity Retained

A1

Activity was deemed to occur Document as-built Lighting system
conditions
in all projects

Test daylighting control

(C/ESS/IA):
Order components

Order components

Produce components

Produce components

Deliver components

Deliver components

Preliminary Process Model
Activities

South Hall-Nick

Reason for Change (if any)

South Frear-Scott

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Neveinn

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Craig

Reason for Change (if any)

OPP-Ray Sowers

Reason for Change (if any)

Action Taken

Category

Comments/Justification

Final Activity

Construct temporary materials
on site

Construct temporary materials on
site

Install building
commumication components

Install building commumication
components

Install building integrated
automation components

Install building integrated
automation components

Install electronic safety and
security components

Install electronic safety and
security components

Connect automation
components with facilities

Connect automation components
with facilities

Perform Quality Inspections

Perform Quality Inspections

Perform Final inspections

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

E1,D3

Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

Document as-built
communication/safety/automati
on conditions

Document as-built
communication/safety/automation
conditions

Order equipment and
furnishings

Order equipment and furnishings

Produce equipment and
furnishings

Produce equipment and
furnishings

Deliver equipment and
furnishings

Deliver equipment and furnishings

Install ordered equipment and
furnishings

Install ordered equipment and
furnishings

equipment and
furnishings

Activity deleted

Perform Quality Inspections

Perform equipment and
furnishings inspections

Document as-built equipment
and furnishings conditions

Perform Occupancy
Inspections

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

1.Critical words changed 2.
sequence change to mgnt

C1

E1,D3

Redundant activity with final
inspection
Change inappropriate word, and
move the activity to the mgnt swim Perform Occupancy Inspections
lane within same phase

Document as-built equipment and
furnishings conditions

Appendix E: Process Model Activities Definitions
The following definitions were developed for the activities following the validation
interviews. The specific definitions have not been validated, and further refinement is
anticipated in the future study.
1. Integration Swimlane Activities
a. Perform Preconstruction Coordination
In order to ensure that there is minimal distortion or loss of information in the
communication and understanding of project requirements, different stakeholders
conduct pre-order coordination meetings allow conflicts to be resolved and having all
fabrication-level design model and documents to be prepared.
b. Develop Project Site Utilization Plan
To graphically represent both permanent and temporary facilities on site during
multiple phases of the construction process, a site utilization plan is made which
involves the arrangement of materials storage, labor resources, and equipment
location. It may also be linked with the construction activity schedule to convey space
and sequencing requirements.
c. Make Construction Execution Plan
Construction execution plan is a document or sets of documents made by project
manager describing how, when and by whom a specific target or set of targets is to be
achieved. These targets will include the project’s products, schedules, costs, and
quality. It is broken down to the level of detail required to be an adequate basis for
day-to-day control by project manager.
d. Mobilize Project Team on Site for Pre-task Coordination
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Project team moves to the jobsite offices and a pre-construction meeting is held to
discuss the coordination of works and solve problems prior to the start of
construction.
e. Conduct Coordination with Engineer for Detail Issue Resolution
Conduct coordination meetings with engineer to talk about resolutions to problems
occurred during the construction process.
f. Conduct Coordination with Owner for Change Resolution
Construction manager conduct meeting to discuss and make decision related to
change orders submitted by contractors.
g. Organize and Coordinate Occupancy Inspections
Licensed inspectors and construction management personnel inspect the building
system or area to make sure it meets all the requirements and to give assurance that
the building is in a safe and livable condition.
h. Conduct Training of Maintenance for MEP
Train facility maintenance personnel to use the MEP system smoothly and repair
equipment.
i. Conduct Coordination for Resolution to Commissioning Issues
Conduct coordination meetings to discuss problems identified by the project
commissioning team and come up with the resolution to those issues.
j. Turn Over
The entire project systems, spaces and assets are turned over to the owner after
finishing all required construction and inspection works by gathering the team
together, updating the project with the most current information, discussing the
change with the owner, making the transition over time.
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2. Management Swimlane Activities
a. Prepare Construction Safety Plan
In order to comply with the standards of the safety administration and to endeavor to
maintain a safe and injury free workspace, a comprehensive construction safety plan
is made by different stakeholders who set rules to prevent accident and injury before
construction.
b. Prepare Construction Quality Management Plan
Stakeholders are encouraged to make their quality management plan to ensure
remedial and construction procedures are performed in compliance with the plans and
specifications under contracts. It includes quality control measures involve quality
control organization, methods of performing and documenting.
c. Obtain Construction Permits
Project team apply and obtain all necessary and required building permits related to
fire protection, construction demolition, plumbing system and other systems.
d. Obtain Necessary Tools and Equipment
Order or prepare all work required tools and arrange equipment delivery to the
jobsite.
e. Deliver Tools and Equipment to the Jobsite
Send all required tools and equipment to the jobsite preparing to use for construction
and installation.
f. Update Project Budget
Refine the project budget after the critical changes, RFIs and schedule updating.
g. Update Project Schedules
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Periodically update the baseline schedule to reflect the real progress of the work done
and to present a realistic forecast of the remaining work.
h. Update Site Utilization Plan
Periodically refine the site utilization plan to realize a better control and management
of the construction site preventing the waste and inefficiency.
i. Set-up Jobsite Offices
Set project site offices up for different stakeholders.
j. Monitor Construction Safety
Recognize the hazards in the project site and provide training in the procedures to be
followed in order to minimize these hazards and safety risks.
k. Monitor Construction Budget
Keep record of refining project budgets and recognize the potential elements that may
have an impact on project budget.
l. Monitor Construction Quality
Monitor the construction process and construction defects early to keep costs well
under control.
m. Monitor Construction Schedules
Monitor completion of projects and predicts timing of future activities and reports
schedule status.
n. Submit O&M Documentation Structure
Collect as-built documents and project turn-over required files that should be passed
to facility owner and prepare turn the entire project over to the owner. For example,
the turnover documents should include all the as-built documents, equipment
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operation manual, signed-off approval form for different systems and other required
documents.
o. Submit O&M Documentations for Approval
Submit the up-to-date version of documents to the facility owner and obtain the
approval for project completion from the owner.
3. Abatement and Demolition Swimlane Activities
a. Perform Survey and Layout for Abatement and Demolition
Stake out reference points and markers that will guide the abatement and demolition
contractors to do their work. For example, it includes study the existing conditions of
the future work site, verify the location of abatement and demolition.
b. Submit Required Abatement Notifications
A written notification of intent to perform abatement should be submitted for
approval.
c. Shut off Existing Systems to Make Safe
Prior to the start of demolition, project team should shut off the existing systems,
including the plumbing, electrical and other systems, to make sure the work condition
and environment are safe.
d. Set-up Abatement
Start to perform abatement activity. It may include: abatement of debts or asbestos
abatement.
e. Establish Containment
Particles released into the air during demolition must be properly isolated and
contained. These particles pose a potential threat to human health. Therefore it is
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necessary to set up effective negative pressure particle containment prior the
demolition process.
f. Set-up Temporary Shoring and Protection
Required scaffolding and structural shoring need to be set up before demolition.
g. Perform Air and Environmental Monitor
To ensure a healthy indoor air quality for demolition, a series tests are carried out on
the jobsite by specific environmental monitoring agents. For example, asbestos is a
dangerous material regulated by the federal government. Conducting asbestos tests
during the asbestos demolition are required by the project team.
h. Remove Containing Material & Waste material
Tear down and remove containing materials, such as asbestos, asphalt floor tiles, and
acoustical plasters.
i. Perform Demolition
Demolishing building structures and interiors and relocating those materials.
j. Dispose and Recycle Materials
When demolition waste material dropped and containing materials tore down,
immediate disposal of those materials is performed.
k. Clean and Clear Contained Area and Coordinate with Testing Agent
After cleaning the contained area, the project team will work with the testing agent to
verify the conformity of indoor air quality and demolition work scope.
l. Perform Quality Inspections
Demolition works are finally reviewed and evaluated by the project team according to
the pre-defined quality control and management procedure and criteria.
m. Remove Temporary Equipment and Facilities
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Dismantle all temporary equipment and facilities including scaffolding and structural
shoring for demolition.
n. Document As-built Abatement & Demolition Conditions
As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The
Abatement and Demolition as-built conditions are documented in the as-built
drawings.
4. Sitework Swimlane Activities
a. Conduct Survey and Layout for Sitework
Stake out reference points and markers that will guide the site work labors to do their
work. For example, it includes study the existing conditions of the future work site,
verify the location of site access road, material storage, working areas.
b. Connect Temporary Services
Temporary electricity, air-conditioning for site work, water and other necessary
services are connected to the jobsite preparing for the site work construction.
c. Install site arrangement components
Arrangement of site temporary structures is installed prior to the site construction.
d. Install Clearing, Grubbing, and Grading
Site clearing and grubbing is the process of removing trees, stumps, stones, and other
obstacles from construction areas.
Site grubbing is the work of ensuring a level site base, or a slope. It is performed prior
to the foundation work.
e. Conduct Site Construction
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Site construction includes site roads construction, site utilities relocating, and material
storage space construction and other required site work construction.
f. Install Landscaping
Site landscaping includes planting irrigation, turf and grasses, landscaping lighting,
and plants.
g. Perform Quality Inspections
Site works are finally reviewed and evaluated by the project team according to the
pre-defined quality control and management procedure and criteria.
h. Conduct Sitework Maintenance
It is the act of providing required support for the site, such as modifying and keeping
record of the site utilization plan.
i. Document As-built Sitework Conditions
As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The site
work as-built conditions are documented in the as-built drawings.
5. Structural Swimlane Activities
a. Order Structural Components
Building structural components are ordered including steel, masonry, and concrete.
b. Produce Structural Materials
Building structural components are manufactured in the factories.
c. Obtain Materials and Prefabricated Components
Deliver the building structural components to the jobsite and store these components
in the pre-defined location properly.
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d. Conduct Survey and Layout for Structure
Stake out reference points and markers that will guide the structure work labors to do
their work. For example, it includes study the existing conditions of the future work
site, verify the location of site access road, material storage, working areas.
e. Construct Temporary Structures and Systems
Required scaffolding and required shoring or supports are set up.
f. Excavate for Substructure
Excavation, including backfill and compaction, dewatering, excavation support, is
performed in this activity.
g. Erect and Place Substructure Elements
It is an activity of erecting steels, setting up rebar, placing concrete for the
substructure construction.
h. Erect Structure
Steel erection activities are involved in this process.
i. Perform Quality Inspections and Receive Testing Agency Sign Off
Structural works are finally reviewed and evaluated by the project team according to
the pre-defined quality control and management procedure and criteria. A selected
test agency signs off the approval form as insurance of the structural work quality.
j. Document As-built Structural Conditions
As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The
structural as-built conditions are documented in the related as-built drawings.
6. Shell Swimlane Activities
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a. Order Shell Components
Shell components including roof structural frames, stair related components,
windows, doors, exterior grills, exterior louvers and vents, and other necessary shell
system related components are ordered during this process.
b. Produce Shell Components
Shell system components are produced in the factories.
c. Deliver Shell Materials and Components
Deliver the building shell components to the jobsite and store these components in the
pre-defined location properly.
d. Construct Temporary Structures and Components
Required scaffolding and required shoring or supports are set up by contractors.
e. Construct Floors
Building floor structural frames, floor decks, slabs, and toppings are constructed in
this step.
f. Construct Stairs
Stairs, stair soffits, stair railings, fire escape, metal walkways, ladders, and other stairs
construction related works are performed in this step.
g. Construct Roof Structure
Roof structural frames, roof decks, slabs, and sheathing are constructed in this step.
h. Construct Exterior Walls
Exterior walls including wall veneer, interior skin, fabricated exterior wall assemblies,
screens, and all openings are constructed in this step.
i. Construct Exterior Doors and Windows
Entrance doors, operating windows, and other fixed windows are installed in this step.
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j. Install Exterior Enclosure Appurtenances
Some roof appurtenances, exterior fixed grills and screens, exterior stairs and fall
protection devices are installed.
k. Construct Exterior Horizontal Enclosure
Roofing, traffic bearing coatings, waterproofing membrane, roof windows, and doors
are constructed in this step.
l. Perform Quality Inspections
Shell system construction works are finally reviewed and evaluated by the project
team according to the pre-defined quality control and management procedure and
criteria.
m. Document As-Built Shell System Conditions
As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The shell
system as-built conditions are documented in the related as-built drawings.
7. Interior Swimlane Activities
a. Order Interiors Components
Interior partitions, interior windows and doors, raised floors, suspended ceilings, and
other interior specialties such as railings, handrails are ordered in this step.
b. Produce Interiors Components
The interior components are produced in the selected factories.
c. Deliver Interiors Components To the Jobsite
Deliver the building interior components to the jobsite and store these components in
the pre-defined location properly.
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d. Construct Temporary Interiors Components
Required scaffolding and required shoring or supports for interior construction are set
up by contractors.
e. Prepare Temporary Services and Utilities
Temporary electricity, air-conditioning, water and other necessary services are
connected to the jobsite preparing for the interior construction.
f. Construct Interior Partitions
Interior fixed partitions, glazed partitions, demountable partitions, and interior screens
are installed in this step.
g. Construct Interior Windows and Doors
Interior operating windows, doors are constructed in this step.
h. Construct Other Interior Specialties
Interior specialties including interior railings and handrails, interior louvers, wall and
door protection, fireplaces and stoves, toilet, bath, and laundry accessories are
constructed in this step.
i. Construct Interior Finishes
Wall finishes, interior fabrications, flooring treatment, stair finishes and ceiling
finishes are constructed in this step.
j. Perform Quality Inspections
Interior system construction works are finally reviewed and evaluated by the project
team according to the pre-defined quality control and management procedure and
criteria.
k. Document As-Built Interiors Conditions
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As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The interior
system as-built conditions are documented in the related as-built drawings.
8. Conveying Swimlane Activities
a. Order Conveying Materials and Components
Selected conveyor equipment and other components are ordered. Material handling
equipment is reserved.
b. Produce Conveyor Components
The conveyors are produced in the factory.
c. Deliver and Store Materials and Components Properly
Deliver the ordered conveyor system components to the jobsite and store them in the
pre-defined location properly.
d. Prepare Appropriate Power Supply
This is an activity of providing required electricity supply.
e. Stage Conveying System Installation Equipment
It is an activity of rearranging the multiple equipment and putting them together in
right sequence with convenience for the installation process.
f. Conduct Concrete Work
Conveying system shaft concrete is placed by the structure labors.
g. Erect Hoist Way
Conveyor hoist way is installed preparing elevator hoisting. It includes suspended
scaffolding, rope climbers and elevating platforms.
h. Install Accessory Equipment
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Cranes, derricks, baggage handling equipment, and chutes are prepared for conveyor
installation.
i. Install Electrical and Hydraulic Hookups
Conveying system electrical and hydraulic hookups is installed in the shaft space.
j. Test and Adjust the Equipment
Run the conveyor and test its functionality by conveyor contractor.
k. Perform Quality Inspections
Conveying system activities are finally reviewed and evaluated by the project team
according to the pre-defined quality control and management procedure and criteria.
l. Commission the Conveying System
A commissioning agent simulates various operating conditions and along with the
contractor, determines if the system is responding properly.
m. Document As-built Conveying System Conditions
As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The
conveying system as-built conditions, equipment operation manual, specifications are
documented in the related as-built documents.
9. Plumbing Swimlane Activities
a. Order Plumbing Components
Plumbing components are ordered in this step, such as: pipes, drains fittings, valves,
valve assemblies, water heater, backflow preventers and other plumbing system
devices.
b. Produce Plumbing Components and Assemble
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Factories manufacture and assemble of plumbing components are performed in this
step.
c. Prioritize Deliver Dates for Materials and Equipment
To increase installation efficiency and reduce waste, delivery sequence and schedule
are prioritized in factory for plumbing materials and equipment.
d. Deliver Plumbing Materials To the Site and Store Properly
The ordered plumbing system components are delivered to the jobsite and stored in
the pre-defined location properly.
e. Determine Materials and Equipment Meet Design Requirements
After receiving delivered plumbing materials and equipment, plumb contractor will
check the quality of components and make sure they meet the design requirements.
f. Conduct Survey and Layout for Plumbing
Stake out reference points and markers that will guide the plumbers to do their work.
For example, it includes study the existing conditions of the future water distribution
installation spaces, verify the location of installation, plumbing material storage, and
working areas.
g. Construct Temporary Plumbing Components
Required shoring and structure support for installing the plumbing components are
constructed in this step.
h. Perform Plumbing Rough-in
Installing all drain and waste line, copper water lines, bath tubs, shower pans, gas
piping to furnaces and fireplaces are performed in this step.
i. Test Trunk and Distribution Line
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Main cold water line and distribution lines are installed and tested in accordance with
specifications and design requirements.
j. Install Plumbing Fixtures
Bathtubs, showers, urinals, utility sinks, water closet and other necessary fixtures are
installed in this step after trunk line and distribution line are tested.
k. Test Plumbing Connections
Upon completion of the water supply connection, the plumbing system must be tested
by pressuring all the water lines with water from the site’s water supply or using air at
a specific pressure without loss of pressure or evidence of leakage.
l. Commission the Plumbing System
Commissioning to the central chilled water system, heating hot water system,
compressed air system and other plumbing components and systems is performed.
Commissioning team members should sign-off after verifying installation, operation
or documentation. Final sign-off shall be by the major plumbing commissioning
agent.
m. Document As-built Plumbing Conditions
As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The
plumbing system as-built conditions, equipment operation manual, specifications are
documented in the related as-built documents.
10. HVAC Swimlane Activities
a. Order HVAC Distribution Components and Equipment
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HVAC components are ordered in this step, such as: sheet metal, air handling units,
air delivery devices, motors, boilers, and condenser water pumps.
b. Fabricate Components and Produce Equipment
HVAC components and equipment are produced in the factory.
c. Prioritize Deliver Dates for Materials and Equipment
To increase installation efficiency and reduce waste, delivery sequence and schedule
are prioritized in factory for HVAC materials and equipment.
d. Deliver HVAC Components and Equipment
The ordered HVAC system components are delivered to the jobsite and are stored in
the pre-defined location properly.
e. Determine Materials and Equipment Meet Design Requirements
After receiving delivered HVAC materials and equipment, HVAC contractor will
check the quality of components and make sure they meet the design requirements.
f. Conduct Survey and Layout for HVAC
Stake out reference points and markers that will guide the HVAC labors to do their
work. For example, it includes study the existing conditions of the future vents
installation spaces, verify the location of HVAC equipment and site assembly.
g. Stage HVAC Components and Equipment
It is an activity of rearranging the HVAC equipment and materials by putting them
together in right sequence with convenience for the installation process.
h. Perform HVAC Rough-in
Installing ductwork for HVAC system is performed in this step.
i. Install Hangers and Supports
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HVAC components hangers and support are mounted on the wall and ceiling in this
step.
j. Assemble Piping and Ductwork
Site assembly for sheet metal ductwork is performed in this step. It includes
connecting ducts, attach hangers and ductwork.
k. Conduct No-Leakage Test
Upon completion of duct installation, the ducts must be tested using pressure air
without loss of pressure or evidence of leakage.
l. Install HVAC Equipment
Air handling units, VAV boxes and other HVAC equipment are mounted in the
building in this step.
m. Install and Test HVAC Control Wiring and Connections
A pre-functional check is conducted to test the connections of HVAC controls.
n. Install Auto Temperature Control
Electronic auto temperature control system that may integrated with energy
management system is installed in this step.
o. Perform Equipment Start-Up
Starting to run the HVAC equipment in this step and initial operation data is collected
along with identified problems after equipment start-up.
p. Perform HVAC Functional Check
A HVAC functional check aims to ensure that each HVAC component is working
correctly as planned, and that they all work together as a system to satisfy zone
heating, cooling, and ventilation requirements.
q. Test and Balance HVAC System
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The TAB specialist performs air and hydronic tests on the HVAC systems and adjusts
the flows as required to achieve optimum performance of the building environmental
equipment. TAB generally includes measurement of temperatures, pressures,
velocities and air quantities. It also includes adjusting dampers and valves, fan speeds,
and pump impeller sizes.
r. Commission the HVAC System
A commissioning agent simulates various operating conditions and along with the
contractor, determines if the system is responding properly.
s. Document As-built HVAC Conditions
As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The HVAC
system as-built conditions, equipment operation manual, specifications, notes,
meeting minutes, changes are documented in the as-built documents.
11. Fire Protection Swimlane Activities
a. Order Fire Protection Materials and Equipment
Fire extinguishers, sprinklers, fire alarm devices and other fire protection related
components are ordered in this step.
b. Produce Fire Protection Materials and Equipment
Fire protection components and equipment are produced in the factory.
c. Deliver Fire Protection Materials and Equipment
The ordered fire protection components are delivered to the jobsite and are stored in
the pre-selected location properly.
d. Install Main Fire Suppression and Sprinkler System
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Fire sprinklers are installed and fire extinguishers are mounted in this activity.
e. Install Fire Alarm System
Ordered fire alarm devices are installed in the building.
f. Install Fire Protection Specialties
Fire protection cabinets, fire extinguishers, breathing air replenishment systems are
installed in this step.
g. Perform Functional Test
A fire protection system functional check aims to ensure that sprinklers are working
correctly as planned, and that they all work together as a system to fire protection
requirements. Extinguishers are tested as well in this process.
h. Perform Fire Marshall Inspection
Fire marshal’s office performs fire inspections to ensure all fire protection procedures
are in accordance with the code. After fire marshal inspection, an approval form is
obtained by the project team.
i. Commission the Fire Alarm System
A commissioning agent simulates various operating conditions and along with the
contractor, determines if the system is responding properly.
j. Document As-built Fire Protection Conditions
As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The fire
protection system as-built conditions, equipment operation manual, specifications,
notes, meeting minutes, changes are documented in the as-built documents.
12. Electrical Swimlane Activities
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a. Order Power Generation Units
Power generators, batteries, photovoltaic units, and other power generating related
components are ordered in this step.
b. Order Electrical Distribution Components
Electrical wires, fixtures, boxes, switches, switch boards are ordered in this step.
c. Produce Electrical Components and Materials
Electrical components and equipment are produced in the factory.
d. Deliver Ordered Components and Materials to the Jobsite
The ordered electrical components are delivered to the jobsite and are stored in the
pre-selected location properly.
e. Install Power Distribution Mains
Main circuits, service entrance, switch boards, and transformers are installed in this
step.
f. Install Branch Circuit Distribution System
Branch circuit wiring and raceways, wiring devices, multi-outlets assemblies are
installed in this step. Branch circuits are connected to main circuits and equipment in
this step as well.
g. Install Emergency Power System
Emergency power supply, such as battery emergency power supply, is mounted in the
building electrical room.
h. Install Electrical Grounding System
Building electrical grounding wiring and devices are installed in this step.
i. Perform In-Wall Inspection
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Inspect the electrical wiring connections (behind the walls) before the enclosure of
interior construction.
j. Install Equipment Electrical Protection System
Transient voltage suppression system and lighting protection and other electrical
protection system are installed during this step.
k. Connect to Equipment and Units Installed by Other Trades
Connecting electrical system with units which need power supply is performed in this
step.
l. Commission the Electrical System
A commissioning agent simulates various operating conditions and along with the
contractor, determines if the system is responding properly.
m. Document As-built Electrical Conditions
As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The
electrical system as-built conditions, equipment operation manual, specifications,
notes, meeting minutes, changes are documented in the as-built documents.
13. Lighting Swimlane Activities
a. Order Lighting System Components
Lighting branch wiring, bulbs, lighting control devices, and lighting fixtures are
ordered in this step.
b. Produce Lighting System Components
Lighting system components are produced in the selected factory in this step.
c. Deliver Lighting System Components to the Jobsite
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The ordered lighting system components are delivered to the jobsite and are stored in
the pre-selected location properly.
d. Install Branching Wiring for Lighting
Branch wiring and raceway for lighting is constructed in this step.
e. Install Lighting Fixtures and Lamps
Electric lamps and its accessories are installed in this step.
f. Install Lighting Control
Automated lighting control or/and the theatrical lighting control is mounted in the
building. It includes occupancy sensors, time-locks, and photocells that are hardwired to control fixed groups of lights independently.
g. Perform Quality Inspections
Lighting wiring and fixtures are finally reviewed and evaluated by the project team to
make sure it can work well and meet the design requirements.
h. Test Daylighting Control
Via testing the daylighting control system, the right amount of light is analyzed and
adjusted to an optimum lighting performance.
i. Commission the Lighting System
A commissioning agent simulates various operating conditions and along with the
contractor, determines if the system is responding properly.
j. Document As-built Lighting System Conditions
As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The lighting
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system as-built conditions, equipment operation manual, specifications, notes,
meeting minutes, changes are documented in the as-built documents.
14. Communication, Safety, Automation Swimlane Activities
a. Order Communication, BAS and Safety Components
Voice communication terminals, building automation control systems, electronic
surveillance devices and other building communication, automation and security
related components are ordered in this step.
b. Produce Communication, BAS and Safety Components
Building communication, automation and security related components are produced
in the selected factory in this step.
c. Deliver Communication, BAS and Safety Components to the Jobsite
The ordered building communication, automation and security related components are
delivered to the jobsite and are stored in the pre-selected location properly.
d. Install Building Communication Components
Building data communication, video and voice communication devices are installed.
e. Install BAS System Components
Building automation system related components, such as controller, air handlers, and
sensors are installed in this step.
f. Install Electronic Safety and Security Components
Closed-circuit television devices, fire detection and alarms, natural gas detectors and
other safety and security related components are installed in this step.
g. Connect BAS Components with Facilities
Building automation system is connected with other building systems, such as HVAC,
fire protection, and Plumbing system.
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h. Perform Quality Inspections
Building communication, automation and security related components are finally
reviewed and evaluated by the project team to make sure it can work well and meet
the design requirements.
i. Commission Building Communication, Safety, BAS system
A commissioning agent simulates various operating conditions and along with the
contractor, determines if the system is responding properly.
j. Document As-built Communication/Safety/BAS Conditions
As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The
building communication/BAS/security system as-built conditions, equipment
operation manual, specifications, notes, meeting minutes, changes are documented in
the as-built documents.
15. Equipment and Furnishings Swimlane Activities
a. Order Equipment and Furnishings
Equipment and furnishings, such as parking control equipment, interior pedestrian
control equipment, vault equipment, fixed art products, and movable furniture are
ordered in this step.
b. Produce Equipment and Furnishings
Equipment and furnishings are produced in the selected factory.
c. Deliver Equipment and Furnishings
The ordered equipment and furnishings are delivered in the building and are stored in
the pre-selected location properly.
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d. Install Ordered Equipment and Furnishings
Installation of ordered equipment and furnishings in the building is performed in this
step.
e. Document As-Built Equipment and Furnishings Conditions
As-built drawings are the final set of drawings produced at the completion of
construction. They document all the changes that have been made to the original
construction drawings or plans, including important notes, modifications. The
equipment and furnishings as-built conditions, equipment operation manual,
specifications, notes, meeting minutes, changes are documented in the as-built
documents.
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